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Abstract

canadian statistics demonstrate that many older women remain productive in their

later yea.s (Statistics canada, 1999). Links are made between their labour and the

sociological conditions outlined by socialist feminist theory regarding women, family and

labour.

Findings from analysis ofstatistics canada data on unpaid work illustrate that

time spent in volunteer work was influenced by health status, but not by age group,

marital status or income group. The reverse was found with care work: time spent doing

care work was influenced by age group, marital status and income group, but not by

health status. The number ofwomen involved in care work was also i.fluenced by the

same three variables of age, marital status and income. The number of women involved in

volunteer work was not sígnificantly i,fluenced by age group, marital status, income

group or health status. using an ANCovA analysis, 35 %o or tlte variability in time spent

on care work was predicted by using the valiables: age, marital status, income and health

status (p=0.04).

Interuiews were perfonned with te'women curently doing volunteer and other

unpaid work. Several themes eme.ged fi'om the interviews: "the gender.ed division of

labour in family and society", "resources needed to do volunteer work (income, health

and transportation autonomy)", "family and grandchildren", ,,church work,,, ,.continuity',,

"social connections", "personal satisfaction", "replacement',, and ..keeping 
busy...but not

too busy". The application ofa materialist feminist theory and ofcontinuity theory to

older women's labour appears to be a unique contributio'to literature in the areas of

older rvomen and volunteerism. KEY WORDS: rvomen, aging, volunteer, unpaid work,

socialist feminism, time use charts.
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older women volunteers: Exploring Individual, Family and social Factors that Influence

their Unpaid Work

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

There is little doubt that volunteers often perform essential work in schools,

hospitals, museums, and other non-profit organizations. Fundraising, mentorship, care

giving, educating and organizing are some of the important activities conducted by

volunteers in the social agencies and social institutions that sorve families and

communities. Many older womenJ upon retirement, put their time and energy into

volunteering. A headline from a recent newspaper is a good example ofthe way in which

the affective, or emotional side of their volunteer work tends to be the focus, to the

exclusion of more macro-level analysis of this work and its economic role in society:

"Volunteering a Labour ofLove" (National post, 2003). The article features the

experience of a middle-age woman who contributes her time and energy to the Diabetes

Foundation ofcanada; as a volunteer at the agency, she provides support and education

about diabetes. The article describes her, and other volunteers, as pr.oviding a "labour of

love" and being "dedicated" to "making a difference', in the lives ofothers.

The writer of this thesis assumes that the emotional and psychologicaI benefìts of

volunteer work ale only one component of women's volunteerism and other unpaid work.

volunteer work plays an economic role in our society. It also requires certain resources

from the volunteer.

This research explored the unpaid labour of women volunteers age 65 or older.

specifically, tlie question asked in this project was: what factors influence older women's

unpaid work? unpaid work included volu'teering, baking and knitting for charity, caring

for grandchildren, caring for itl husbands and visiting socially isolated lriends and
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relatives. From an economic perspective, these activities are termed unpaid work. They

are productive activities, many can be replaced in the market place with paid labour, and

they contribute to the formal (paid) economy. The activities in which older women

engage that contribute to the social and economic systems can be vierved from many

angles. Many people, including the women themselves, often view this work as part of

"family"' "care," "love and maniage," "helping out" or.as work done within a reciprocity

framework in a family or community. This project was informed by framing these

activities as economic in order to support culrent literahrre on the productive nature of

many older women's lives.

As our population continues to age, women's experiences into their later years are

timely and important topics ofinvestigation by social researche¡s. Researchers cite the

ways in which older women continue to be marginalized, both in society and in social

research (Garner, 1999; Gibson, 1996; Olson, 19gg)

In this project, quantitative data analysis was used to explore older women,s

unpaid work using Statistics canada data. eualitative research methods imparted further

understanding on the individual, familial and social contexts ofolder women's unpaid

work. with an awareness ofsocietar class, age and gender rerations, I address the gap in

literature regarding older women on how social conditions influence unpaid work.

Unpaid work such as volunteering for organizations has not been explored in

depth with qualitative research methods. specificalty, gaps exist in knowledge about the

factors that influence this work. How do economic conditions play a role in shaping older

women's connections to volunteer activities?

The domirant literature on unpaid work tends to focus on the lives of women in

their middle years - those raising children and doing the most paid and unpaid work ofall



age groups ofwomen. Theory and policy that responds to those women may or may not

relate to older women who have different economic and social contexts. This project

addlessed discussion in the current literature regarding the need for more qualitative

research on the diversity among lived experiences ofolder women, while also

contributing to the body ofresearch and policy advocacy regarding making older

women's contributions to society more visible to others. I also address stereotypes of

sexism, classism and ageism by employing a critical examination of the lives and

contributions of older women volunteers.

Theoretical Positions

Feminist Theories

Both feminist theories and feniinist research methods rvere used to design this

research project. Feminism is "an analysis of women's subordination for the purpose of

figuring out how to change it" (Gordon, 1979,p.107). As a theory it is "a particular way

ofunderstanding patriarchy and the possibilities ofchange" (weedon, 1997). Feminist

theory takes gender as a basic category ofanalysis, which has contributed in important

ways to other theories such as those of families (Thome, l9s2). A researcher that is at

once merging feminist theories with feminist methods and methodologies can be said to

be doing feminist praxis (Risrock & Pennell, 1996).

osmond and rhorne (1993) describe the following as central tliemes in feminist

scholarship as it relates to family studies: First, gender is a "basic organizing concept,'

(p.593) and gendered experiences or "relations" (p. 593) are analysed while

acknowledgíng their place in a specific socio-cultural and historical context. within

feminism, women's and girls' experiences are taken as central, normal and valid. Gender

analyses are not limited to inquiry at the level ofthe individual but also include awareness
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ofthe macro-socio-cultural context (p.593). Basically, feminist theory provides a

theoretical understanding ofhow an individual woman's life (including paid and unpaid

labour) is influenced by specific systems ofporver relations: sexual, economic, racial and

cultural. These power relations are at play within a woman's family and communíty as

well as within the society in which she belongs.

Aspects of ferninist theory important to this project include making women's

experiences central in the research and working to validate women's experiences--

especially women who are marginalized by ageism. The methodology used the

triangulation of more than one approach to the research question. This project was critical

in nature in that thele are efforls not to reproduce oppressive assun.rptions regarding

others. Feminist theory can be seen th'oughout this project through my awareness ofmy

subject position. The term subject positíon is used to refer to the fact that experiences of

tlie researcher are validated as part ofthe research, not outside of it (Ristock & pennell,

1996). This is further discussed in the section SLrbject Location (p. l0).

socialist Fentinist Tlteory. socialist feni.ism rnerged propositions and concepts

of feminism (the cunent world is patriarchal in nature and as such, women are oppressed)

with socialist theories ofcapitalism (capitalism organizes people so that some are

advantaged, while others are disadvantaged). As discussed in the following sections, tlìese

two perspectives were merged in order to create a theory that would describe the material

conditions of women's lives. The power relations within a capitalist patriarchy privilege

two categories: males and upper class people. socialist feminists contend that in a

capitalist patriarchy women are oppressed by both systems. However, a socialist feminist

analysis of power relations also pro'ides insight into the ways in rvhich some women

access higher social status via the social status oftheir male partners or family members



(i.e. fathers, brothers). Therefore, not all women occupy the same social location within

this system ofpower relations. This understanding provides the basic theoretical

perspective from which older women's labour was analysed in the pr.esent study.

There are three writers who are histolically important in the development of

socialist feminist theory: Bensron, (1969), Mitchell, ( 1971) and Hartmann (1981). These

early works, along with those of other feminists, shaped what is now refened to as..the

domestic labour debates" (Armstrong & Amrstrong, 1985; Vogel, 2000). These were

theoretical debates that highlighted the historical development of that labour which

occurred outside the market (Vogel,2000). The goal was to establish theoretical links

between this labour and the formal (capitalis0 economy. Women's work in the private

sphere of the home was contrasted with men's work in the public spheres of politics and

economy. Feminists began to look theoretically at what is now relerred to as the public /

private division of labour.

To do this theorizing, feminists were often referring to writings olKarl Marx and

Fredrick Engels; however, theil work rvas said to be more than simply an improvement

on Marx and Engels (Tong, I , 1998). ". . .More than the borrowing of concepts" (Osmond

& Thorne, 1993,p.597) it',vas the reworkíng ofsocialism to address gaps leftby

inattention to gender. Feminists wanted to make visible and incorporate the additional

labour that maintains and replaces workers in capitalist society, an aspect of society that

Matx did not factor into his theory of capitalism (Vogel, 2000).

As a template, concepts bome of socialist feminist theorizing can be seen today in

discussions regarding women's wolk and the faniily (i.e. domestic labour, reproductive

labour) (Vogel, 2000). These theoretical concepts have been used outside of feminist /

women's studies in disciplines such as family studies (Thompson & Walker, 1995) and
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gerontology (Browne 1998; calasanti & zajicek,l993). The focus ofearly socialist

feminists on women's (unpaid) work in the home has progressed. The desire to have this

work quantified and qualified by the formal political and economic system continues

today in the work ofagencies such as status of women canada (see Bakker, l99g for

example). The influence on dominant institutions can be seen in the incorporation of

survey and census questions on unpaid work by statistics canada (1995). socialist

feminist theorizing propelled the theory and practice of re-framing the work ofa

"housewife" as work. socialist feminism can be used as a theory of the family because its

concepts and propositions intimately link women to the family and the family to the

larger political / economic structure. The socialist feminist lens highlights the impofiance

of the unpaid labour older women contlibute to families and communities. Socialist

feminism created space for theory that conceptualizes women's work, most of which was

done within tlÌe context of the family, as productive labour. It has linked the work done in

the private household dilectly to the public sphere. From this perspective, theorists have

assefted that the family has often been the site of women's oppression (Cheal, l99l;

Holmstrom, 2003; Mitchell, 197 l, p.152-155\.

Socialist feminism allows us to understand that a woman's life is partially

constructed by her gender and class location. A socialist feminist perspective offers

concepts that can be used to understand and explain the individual differences ofaging

based on gender and class (calasanti & zajicek, 1993; Browne, l99g). socialist feminist

theory presents the interlocking systems ofclass and gender and it is suggested that a

socialist feminist gerontology can offer greater understanding of the large societal

structules that exert power over the lives of older people.
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Today there is both change and continuity ofhistorical labour rores by men and

wonien (Allahar'& cote, 1998). socialist feminist theory remains important in theorizing

about those areas where historical divisions oflabour along gender lines remain, as well

as how new relations between gender, pay and labour have emerged in late capitalism.

volunteer work is an example ofunpaid work that is done in the public rather than private

sphere.

The historical arrangements of labourers by gender and class can be used to partly

understand why many women perform volunteer work. In other words, much volunteer

work is an extension ofcaring labour that was liistorically connected to women,s role as

nurturer and to the private sphere of the home. The Manitoba women's Institute (wI) is

an example of women's public unpaid wo'k. I'moving from private to pubtic realm, they

maintained the role ofunpaid labourer and supporter ofwomen and children through

support of women's shelters and the winnipeg children's Hospital (Manitoba women's

Institute, 2000). Historically, one of the defining qualities of systems structured by

patriarchy lias been the confinement of women to specific areas ofsociety; most often the

private home. This confinement both materially and ideorogica y, has had many negative

effects on women that are well documented by feminists. one effect is the way in which

it excludes women from paid work since work in her own home has never brought a wage

to woman directly.

volunteer work, that is, unpaid work that is outside the home, represents one way

(perhaps the only way at times) for women to belong to the public sphere. vorunteer work

may not have brought rvomen economic independence, but may represent an important

historical step along the way for women's liberation ideologically. on the other hand, in
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being "satisfied" with working for free, women's volunteer work can be seen as simply a

change in location for women (she's now outside the home rather than inside), where

gendered divisions of labour (between paid and unpaid) remain established.

Socialist feniníst theory and older women. Calasanti and Zajicek (1993)

advanced an argument that a socialist feminist approach to aging would help researchers

understand the intersecting effects olage and gender. They supported the proposition of

feminist theory that we need to be able to explain the world from the perspectives ofthose

in the marginalized group as well as the dominant group (1993). Browne (199g) suggests

that "...society does not give much attention to what women do and the ways in which

they are not compensated for their contr.ibutions" (p.182). Older women,s work in the

home, especially grandmothering or babysitting children, is rarely valued and when

community and institutional services decrease, the demands on women to provide unpaid

care increase (Browne, 1998). Therefore it is critical to use theories such as socialist

feminism to examine how women's work (including the work of older women) changes

in relation to changes in the provision ofsocial services by the state.

Many links remain to be made between the propositions of socialist feminist

theory and the empirical knowledge of people in their later years. According to Mitche

(1971) there are four key structures of women's situation: production, reproduction,

sexuality and socialization ofchildren; these four elements are interrelated. In her

discussion ofthe value and devaluation of grandparenting care work, Browne (199g)

suggested that the four key struch¡res outlined by Mitchell follow some women across the

lile course into their older years.
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This theory is limited by its strong level of determinism. For both the young and

old, we know that socio-economic status does not define all aspects ofour life

experiences. Within the confines of larger structures, people exert agency and autonomy

in their lives and this theory does not incorporate that reality.

Socialist feminist theory proglessed our unde¡standing of the position of women

and families in a capitalist pahiarchal system. It proposed that women's (unpaid) work in

the home was paramount to the functioning of capitalism. Although the theory was

developed using women's experiences in their childbearing years, several contemporary

researchers have looked to socialist feminism to further our understanding ofwomen in

their older years.

Continuity Theory of Agitrg

Continuity theory is a psychosocial theory ofadults as they age. This theory strives

to explain why individual people experience middle and later life in the way that they do

(Atchley, 1999, p. 7). The key concept in this theory is continuity and it has been

operationalised in a specific way. For the purposes ofadvancing this theory, the term

continuity is defined as the consistetrcy of a basic stt'ucture over tinrc within wlúch

dynamic change or variety can occur (Atchley,1989). The theoly suggests that a thread

ofconsistency of pattems runs through our individual lives as we develop, change and

age. It is paramount to the understanding of this theory that one sees that the continuity is

occuffing at the level ofsubjective pêrceptions, not "objective specifics" (Atchley, 1989).

In relation to the present study continuity theory is not only displayed when one who

volunteers in her younger years continues to do so into her later years, it is also shown if

the same woman discontinues volunteer work but regularly provides hot meals to ill
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neighbours. The continuity is present in the continued role in providing care and seryices

to others in an unpaid capacity.

Continuity theory has been used in sorne studies, but not directly in relation to

researclÌ questions on older women's unpaid work. Continuity theory will be useful as a

theory that can help to account for why older women do unpaid work when an

assumption is made that their unpaid activities in their later years are a continuity of some

aspect oftheir earlier life experiences. For example, I suggest that the type ofactivities in

which older women engage may be an extension of earlier life activities. As well, I see

continuity theory as being employed to examine the discursive way in which women have

been positioned to perform much unpaid labour across the life course.

Continuity theory offers a set ofpropositions that suggest tlÌat people's lives are

marked by both continuity and change as they age. Continuity theory ptoposes that people

have agency and construct (through life experiences) ways ofbeing in and thinking of the

world. They are then motivated to pl'otect the core elements of these ways, but elasticity

exists within this core so that adaptation can also occur. Employing the same behaviours

and thoughts one has used previously is usually the fìr.st strategy used in approaching new

tasks. This theory proposes that continuity in this cor.e way ofbeing and thinking provides

people with a sense of moving forward or progressing in a positive rnanner (Atchley,

1999).

Subject Location

I have made use of feminist theory and a cr.itical perspective to inform each aspect

ofmy thesis project: application oltheory, collection ofrelevant literature, generation of

research questions, hypotheses and data collection method. In this section I present

sources that support the incorporation ofa critical and./or feminist approach to research.
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Specifically I address the use ofthe first person, active voice in my writing, as well as the

inclusion of the concept of subject location.

The current edition ofthe Publication Manual of the American Psychological

Association (APA) 5rh edition, directs writers to use a personal pronoun such as 'I' or

'we' for clarity (2001). In addition, the use ofthe first person is linked in academic

literature to an awareness ofshifts in the social sciences toward post-modemism or post-

positivism in theory and research (Flieschman, 1998; Webb, 1992). Using the first person

in a research report can "interrupt conventions ofdiscursive authority predicated on

detached distance" (Bernstein, 1992, p.124). As a device to acknowledge the role of the

researcher in the research as subject rather than detached objective observer, the use of

the first person is an important component in research projects that include feminist

and/ol qualitative methodologies (Bernstein, 1992; Fleischman, 1998; Webb, 1992).

Transparency and reflexivity are impodant rnethodological concepts in feminist research

(Oakley,2000; Ristock & Pennell, 1996). Use of the first person is interlwined with these

methodological practices, as it maintains the awareness ofthe resealcher as present in (as

opposed to detached frorn) the academic endeavour they are descríbing (Amer.ican

Psychological Association, 2001; Webb,t992). Using the first person is "essential"

(Webb, p.749) when reporting qualitative research and is even more integral to projects

that are critical and / or feminist in uature (Webb, 1991). Allen (2000) discussed the role

ofthese theoretical and methodological changes and supports family studies research that

is conscious ofshifts in social sciences torvards post-modern/post-positivist concepts such

as researcher reflexivity.

In the interest of employing transparency as a researcher, I share here some reasons

lor my exploring this specific topic of older women's unpaid wolk. My inte¡est in this
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topic grew out ofan understanding of feminist analyses ofwomen as labourers. I am

influenced by the research of Waring (i999) and that done by Status of Women Canada

(Bakker, 1998), and hope to contribute to the research area of feminist analyses of labour

within the family and capitalist systems. I was also inspired to pursue this topic by the

many women in my family of origin (especially my grandmothers) who have contributed

much unpaid labour throughout their entire lives to nurfure and maintain the family and

its members. They have undoubtedly influenced my perspective on the importance of

examining this type of labour.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Throughout this project, I drew from several different topic areas within the

literature. These include: feminist theories of women's labour, gerontological research

and theory, volunteerism, and literahrre on qualitative methodologies.

Definitíons of Unpaid Work

A diverse list of terms used to describe unpaid activities can be culled from the

literature. Activities such as housework, volunteeling for a charitable organization and

caring for a child are captured within various defìnitions. In the literature, certain unpaid

activities receive focus while others are excluded, for methodological and perhaps

sometimes ideological reasons. Regardless ofthe leason, unpaid labour tends to be

divided into three areas: housework, work performed for others outside the household and

work done in a volunteer setting. I suggest here that because ofthe way our lives are

actually lived, the lines between these terms ale not concrete. Unpaid activity in the home

is usually refen:ed to as 'housework', 'household labour'', 'domestic labour' (Vogel,

2000) or'household's unpaid work' (Statistics Canada, 1995). Terms are also used to

distinguish between work done to care for oneselfand work done to care for another.

Caring for another is referred to as 'caregiving' (Beaujot, 2000; Browne, 1998), 'child

care', 'elder care', 'the informal help sector' (Robb et al., 1999) or'informal

volunteering' (Hall, McKeown, & Roberts,200l). Finally there is the term volunteering,

which is usually used to refer to 'formal volunteeling': that work done for a formalized

non-profit or charitable organization (Hall et al., 2001).

All of the above terms used to describe unpaid labours exist on a continuum of

inclusivity or exclusivity depending on the goals of the person making the defìnition. The

goal of the research, then, dictates the operational definition. The goal is grounded in a
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particular theoretical perspective. Using feminist theory as a starting point, my goal was

to draft an operational definition ofunpaid work that includes the productive and caring

labours ofolder women. This defrnition included the dilectives ofstatistics Canada: that

activities be included when they can be replaced b), or exchanged ¡¡ the market (Jackson,

1996; Statistics Canada, 1995), but activities were also included that support social and

economic institt¡tions such as the market, the family, religion and culture. Feminist theory

has been instrumental in highlighting the manner in which the unpaid work performed by

women (and men) essentially acts as the underpinnings to dominant institutions: the

market economy, the family and so on (Armstrong & Armstrong, 1985). In using both the

Statistics Canada and the feminist conceptualization ofunpaid work, a more inclusive

definition of the term was created. The goal of making the work of older women more

visible was met by cleating a more inclusive defìnition of unpaid work.

Further rationale for this inclusive definition involves challenging our notions of

valuable or productive labour. Although it offers quite the challenge methodologically, it

is useful theoretically to challenge the creation ofdiverse tenns that categorize the unpaid

activities in which people engage. What distortions occur when researchers categorize the

activities of daity life in a way that is removed from the lived experience of the people

they are describing? Can (false) hierarchies of the value ofwork be dissolved by

combining the categories of work in otder to create a broader understanding ol

"productivity"? Those activities counted as "fonnal volunteering" or "domestic labour" or

"informal help" all contribute to the well being of our families and society. As stated in

Beaujot (2000) "...work has come to mean paid work, and othel activities are often

considered to be non-productive." (p.171). Conceptualizing unpaid work challenges our

notions of which work is valuable and to whom it is ofvalue. The conceptual definition
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ofunpaid work used in this paper is built on the idea that the labour that goes into

contributing, supporting or maintaining the institutions we value is itself important and it

is therefore productive labour.

Popular discourse often refers to unpaid work as the work that contributes to the

health of our society by contributing to the family, the community, the economy, religion

and culture (Beaujot, 2000; Jackson, 1996). The goal of this project flows from feminist

theory that suggests that much of women's lives is rnade invisible by conceptualizing

"work" in specific and nanow ways (Waring, 1999). Much of the unpaid labour of both

men and women is not simply contributing to the formal economy and other social

institutions, but is actually the work that suppoÉs and maintains the main features ofthese

systems (Armstrong & Armstrong, 1985; Bakker, 1998; Vogel,2000).

This notion ofthe role ofunpaid work is easy to conceive in terms ofthe family,

which is a system held together through the unpaid caring work ofeach member (Beaujot,

2000). It is most invisible in regards to the paid economy, which is a system that is

sustaiued through the work ofunpaid labourers such as housewives. This is the work of

rearing future workers and tending to the needs ofcunent workers (Voget,2000).

conceiving ofunpaid work as the labours that contribute to or support our economic and

social systems helps to make visible the productivity ofpeople who are often considered

unproductive members ofsociefy, i.e. older rvomen.

Unpaid work is conceptualized and operationalized in the literature based on the

goals of the researcher. Thus, we see that Statistics Canada supports an operational

definition that limits the scope to "...those unpaid activities that produce goods and

services that could be exchanged in the market" (Jackson, 1996,28). This definition

allows for analyses that create market values olunpaid work and compare the value of
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unpaid work to the value of the GDP (which essentially is the national measure of paid

work). Townson (1997), writing for Status of Women Canada, has a different definition

ofunpaid work and different goals. Her definition includes three categories: child care,

care ofdependant family members and caring volunteer work. From a policy perspective,

these three areas ofunpaid work represent the labour tasks that are and will continue to be

greatly affected by changes to economic and social policy. In other words, when funding

for services such as child care, health care or social services is decreased, the demands for

people to do this work in an unpaid capacity increase, because the requirement for labour

does not disappear--it is only shifted from the paid to the unpaid sector (Bakker, 1998).

My goal is to define unpaid work in a way that advances our understanding that

much ofwhat older women do in our society is productive activity. This goal, in contrast

with those described above, is not yet linked to additional goals relating to policy or

national accounting but is more concerned with summarizing and discussing current

knowledge regarding older women's unpaid work. Thus, my working definition of unpaid

work is as follows: Unpaid work refers to all productive activities that contribute to, can

be replaced by and / or are used to maintain social and economic systems such as the

family, community, market economy, religious and other cultural units in society.

Unpaid work is the term chosen to describe the productive activities of older

women. What activities are included under this term? In conceiving of unpaid work as the

productive labour that either can be replaced by the market, or supports the social systems

of the family, the community, the market economy, religion and other culture, we can

build a list ofthose activities that ale included. This list can be increased over time, using

these criteria to include more and more specific activities. For example, using the

definition above, we can include grandparents providing childcare to their grandchildren
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as unpaid work. Often, this activity is done in order lor adult children to perform paid

work (Vanier Institute of the Family, 2000); thus the provision of this childcare supports

the famíly, the market economy and the state, which is alleviated from the task of

providing state-run child care services. In this project, housework is included as unpaid

work - regardless of family status of the worker. This means that a woman living alone is

performing unpaid work when she cuts her lawn or vacuums. This work can be replaced

by the market economy and therefore, using the above operational definition, this is

included as unpaid work in this project.

Discussing this work for its economic value does not discount the social and

emotional aspects of this activity. Using this exarnple, we can see that the above

definition also moves us away from the concept of"labour of love," one that has in the

past prevented much unpaid labour from being counted as such (see for example Luxton,

1980). The above definition also attempts to resolve the debate around the lines between

leisure and work: some argue that activities that can be leisurely, such as gardening or

cliildcare, should not be counted as unpaid work (Jackson, 1996); however, I argue here

that paid work is not measured against such criteria. Enjoyment from doing childcare

does not negate the fact that it also serves an economic purpose for others such as the

family or the state.

The specific unpaid work activities that are discussed in the following sections

include formal volunteering, informal volunteering, spousal care and housework. This list

Ìepresents the areas ofunpaid work that have received attention in recent literature on

unpaid work among aging people. It is by no means an exhaustive list of the activities that

could be discussed regarding older wornen.
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Statistics on Unpaid llork

Formal Volwúeering. Statistics Canada defines formal volunteering as volunteer

contributions to charitable and non-profit organizations. This includes volunteering in

such areas as cultural, religious, environmental and advocacy based g¡oups (Hall et al.,

2001). According to Statistics Canada (2000) 21.8% of women 65 and older do some

form ofvolunteer work. Just over one in hve older women volunteer in a formal setting.

Unfortunately, literature could not be located that named the types of formal volunteer

work in which older women participate. However, an American study that defined

"volunteer" in a similar way, found that religion based volunteering was the largest

category of volunteering for volunteers age 60 and older (Van Willigan, 2000). While that

study did not separate results by sex, we know from Canadian statistics That 41.50/o of

women age 65 and older attend religious activities once a week or more (Statistics

Canada, i999a). Ifstatistics were available regarding the areas in which older women

(formally) volunteer their time, we may see religion based volunteering as one of the

more popular categories, given what is known about their religious attendance compared

to other age groups in Canada.

Another gap in the published literature regalding formal volunteer statistics is the

lack of knowledge regarding profiles of Canadian volunteers. What are the characteristics

of the 21.8%o of older women who contribute to formal volunteering in Canada? A study

by Van Willigan (2000) used U.S. data to compare volunteer and non-volunteer seniors.

The results of the Van Willigan study were supported by the general statements made by

Hall et al. (2000) r'egarding the profile ofall Canadian volunteers. The American shrdy

repoÉed that compared to non-volunteering seniors (age 60+), volunteers were: "younger,

had fewer functional inrpairments, more likely to be married, more likely to be employed,
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had higher levels of income, higher levels ofeducation, more socially integrated with

family and friends, attended religious service nrore olten, and had higher perceived levels

of social support and mastery" (Van Wiltigan, 2000, p.S3l2). Canadian statistics echo the

finding regarding marital stah¡s: manied men and women age 65 and older volunteered at

higher rates than their non-manied (included never married, divorced and widowed)

counterpaÉs (Selbee & Reed, 2001). The literature located for this paper did not rcport

gendered differences in formal volunteers. In summary, it was found that very little is

published regarding the characteristics specific to older women volunteers in Canada,

although volunteerism is recognized as one ofthe ways in which older persons can avoid

social isolation (de Jong, Gierfeld & Havens, 2004).

Infonnal Il'ork. As described in the above section on the definition ofunpaid

work, unpaid labour consists ofboth formal and informal labour. In the literature,

informal activities include housework and home maintenance as well as informal help and

care ofothers. In discussing formal volunteering, Chambre (1984) observed that "The

definition used greatly affects the percentage of individuals who are categor.ized

volunteers" (p. 293). With a familiarity with the literature on unpaid work, I posit that this

statement describes well the statistics on both forn¡al and informal unpaid activities. As

discussed in the previous section, defining and measuring the time and energy put into

infomial care ofothers and housework can pose methodological and ideological

challenges. Despite the challenges faced when attempting to quanti$r unpaid work, these

are important figures. They provide insight into the social and economic contributions

people make outside the paid workforce. They highlight the social and economic costs to
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people, communities and the state when macro-level shifls occur in demographics, culture

or policy.

Both men and women in all age groups spend a considerable amount of time on

unpaid housework and home maintenance. Ahnost all women age 65 and over (92.4%o)

report devoting some time each week to housework and home maintenance (1996 General

Social survey data) (statistics canada, 1999a). The i998 GeneraI Social survey, which

measured time use and may be more precise (than the 1996 GSs) in its measurement of

unpaid work found that 95% ofall older women spent at least some time each week on

housework and that the average was 3.8 hour.s per day (Statistics Canada, 2000). As

expected in terms ofthe gendered division of tabour, the women in this age group spe't

more time than did men on cooking, cleaning and laundry, white the men spent more time

on maintenance and home repair (Statistics Canada, 2000).

The third category ofstatistics on unpaid rvork repoÉs on "informal volu.teering"

or "unpaid help" (Robb et al., 1999). This is rvork done for others that is not captured i.
the "formal volunteer" umbrella because it is not connected to a certain social group or.

agency. Activities captured by the following statistics are limited to: childcare, help with

another's housework and maintenance, transportation, "checking up or.r" and providing

emotional support to others. Labour within one's own household is not included in the

following statistics. Data on unpaid work demonstrated that rvomen age 65 and older

spend as much time in informal help (as defined by Robb et al,, 1999) as they contribute

to formal volunteer work. The average hours contributed (per volunteer) to each type of

labour were equivalent: 93 hours per year fo. women age 65-69 and 38 hours per year for

women age 70 and over (Robb et al., 1999). In other words, data suggest that as muclt
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activity is perfomed outside the formal volunteer sector as is captured from within that

category of "formal volunteer work."

One of the experiences that comes with aging for many people is being a

grandparent. "Ahnost three-quarters ofolder people are grandparents and nearly halfare

great-grandparents." (Larson, Goltz & Munro,2000, p. 280). Close to half a million men

and women age 65 and old,er (15.4o/o of men and 18.2% of women) provided "temporary

or ongoing" child-care to their grandchildren in 1996 (Vanier Institute ofthe Family,

2000). In addition to the common assumptions regarding the positive effects of

grandparenthood, the child care provisions offered by many grandparents are included as

another unpaid labour activity.

Various statistics exist regardir.rg the participation rate for older women

performing infonnal unpaid help to others. The 1996 General Social Survey found that

37.1% ofolder women had provided at least one type of informal help (see list in

preceding paragraph) to others in the past twelve months (Statistics Canada, 1999a).

Percentages for each category of work are provided in Table 1. The 1997 National Survey

of Giving, Volunteering and Participating (NSGVP) found that 57% of older women had

provided at least some unpaid service to others as outlined above (Statistics Canada,

1999a). Robb et al. used the 1992 GSS Time Use data to assess the participation rate of

seniors in "unpaid help." Their statistical analysis identified only I l% of rvomen aged 65-

69 and 6.70/o ofwomen aged 70 and overas providing informal care to others (1999). The

discrepancies we see across different statistics that are reporting on the same activities

may be partly due to the difference in the surveys. For example, the data for the Ge¡reral

Social Surveys in 1992 and 1998 were collected through a "time use diary" that had

respondents report their activities over a 24 hour period the day prior to the interview. In
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contrast, the NSGVP relied on recall data over the past 12 months from respondents

(Statistics Canada NSGVP codebook, n.d.). There is a notable difference between the

lowest statistic (which would be between 6.7%-ll%) and the highest (57%). The goal of

this paper is not to investigate whether or not older women contribute productive labour

to their household, family and society. The goal is to investigate those older women who

do perform this productive work. As a collective phenomenon, even the low participation

rates in informal care that were provided by Robb et al. (1999) sum to considerable

contributions made by older women as a group. Yearly contributions were 93 hours for

women aged 65-69 and 38 for women aged 70 and over. When added to their hours spent

in formal volunteer activities, the sum ofhours contributed by Canadian women in these

two age groups was over 226 million hours olunpaid work ( 1992 data) (Robb et al.,

1999).
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Table I

Swnnnry of statistics: Unpaid work of women 65 and older

Activity Rate of participation(%)

Formal work ("volunteering")
Informal work

Checking up on (visit or phone)
Emotional support
Shopping, transportation, financial
Housework
Child care
Personal care (includes spousal care)

Housework and home maintenance
Less than 5 hrs. / week
5- 14 hrs. / week
15-29 hrs. / week
30-59 hrs. / week
60 or more hrs. / week

2t.8
37.1
39.7
32.2
19.3

l9.l
t8.2
4.5

92.4
15.7

28.1
24.0
t7.0
7.6

Source: Statistics Canada I Portrait of Seniors (1999a) (ed.)

Although time use surveys and surveys regarding formal volunteering have been

instrumental in captuling estimates of how many older women perform specific fypes of

unpaid labour, little is known about the role that unpaid labour plays in the lives of

individual women. Married rvomen 65 and older and women living alone spend an

average of4.8 hours per day (33.6 hours per week) and 3.9 hours per day (27.3 hours per

week) on unpaid work respectively (includes formal, informal and any house work)

(Statistics Canada, 1999a). The statistics on older women and unpaid work prompt a

desire for further research, given that many ofthem are engaged in notable and valuable

amounts of productive labour.

Qualitative Research

Whele quantitative research has offered statistics regarding time spent in

housework, informal help and formal volunteer work, qualitative research has focused on
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specif,ic activities or aspects ololder women's activities. The following is a summary of

current qualitative social science research that investigated unpaid work performed by

women in their later years (which is loosely defined in this literature as age 55 and

onwards). Spousal care (caring for a frail spouse) was the type ofunpaid work that was

most prevalent within qualitative research on older women's unpaid work.

Spousal care. Spousal care is a large component ofwhat is termed by Carriere

(2000) as the "informal suppoft network" (p. 41). In her discussion of women's

experiences oflater life, Browne (1998) posited that older women's work in caring for

themselves and their spouses rvithout outside assistance (despite possible declines in the

woman's own health and mobility) ploduces great savings for the state. Canadian

statistics show that l7% of women ages 65 and older provide care to a senior - either a

spouse or other older person (Vanier Institute of the Family, 2000). It has been noted that

extensive caríng for a spouse can impart considerable stress on older women categivels

(Ray, 2000) and that caring for the elderly should be relieved from women's 'duty' and

taken up more as a public issue and responsibility (Rosenthat, 2000).

Providing extensive care to a spouse is often a draining experience for older

women characterized by expectations from nurses to do the care without choice (Ward-

Griffin, 2000, 2001), in isolation and loneliness (Tebb & Jivanjee, 2000), with fatigue

and other effects (Lee, 2001; Teel & Press, 1999). Despite these effects, several

researchers stated that the work is often done with altruism and love and that it exists

within a continuity ofreciprocity between two people in a long-term relationship (see

Davidson,2000; Gates,2000; Lee,2001). Like nost care work, spousal care is a complex

experience with both positive and negative components.
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Meaning of older \¡onrcn's unpaid work. Apart from spousal care, what does

qualitative research say about other aspects ofolder women's unpaid work? .....We know

relatively little about the involvement of older people in providing informal trelp to family

and flriends, and even less about help given to others through formal volunteer efforts"

(Gallagher, 1994, p.561). "...older women's caring activities have been largely neglected

as a topic of investigation" (Altschuler, 80, 2001). Aside from the increased research on

spousal care and reporting ofstatistics on infor.mal and formal work due to Statistics

Canada surveys, these statements continue to reflect the current status of this topic,

especially within Canadian research.

Altschuler (2001) explored the meaning ofunpaid work to older women. She used

the terrn "caring activities" to describe both formal volunteer work and informal caring

activities within the farnily and community. In her sample of women ages 55-84, unpaid

activities such as caregiving, volunteer work and'helping out'were taken for granted

with many women saying "Of course I do these things" (2001, p.85). However, the

women also reported the ability to limit their ploductive activity in order to preserve their'

energy and maintain good health, more so than in their younger years. Altschuler

described this as "setting selfprotective limits" (2001, p. 9t). This seems to be in direct

contrast to the experiences ofwomen doing spousal care, where it seemed part ofthe

reason for negative experiences was an inability to choose if and how much care to

provide and therefore set limits. Altschuler's participants named several reasons why they

did unpaid work. Some women cited that caring for others was rooted in their cultural

heritage. Others discussed being cast as a caregiver their entire lives out of gender:ed

expectations, or casting themselves as a caregiver as part oftheir belief in compassion or

conecting social injustices such as racisrn and classism (2001). Unpaid work was done as
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part ofan integral, ongoing component oftheir identity over the life course (2001).

Although Altschuler echoes the research regarding spousal care in that care work is done

sometimes with a sense ofboth duty and pleasure; her sample reported that in old age,

they were able to exercise more choice about what work to pursue (2001).

Variables in Older llomen's Unpaid Ilork

The following variables guided my exploratory study ofolder women and unpaid

work: retirement, widowhood, poverty, life satisfaction, and identity.

Retirement. The concept of retirement implies that the shift out ofpaid work at

some point in later life marks a new stage in the life course. Although a higher proportion

of women seniors in 1998 had neverbeen in the paid workforce (22.4%) compared to

men (2.3%o) in the same cohort (Statistics Canada, 1999a), the majority of women

cumently age 65 and older spent some time in the paid work force prior to age 65.

However, some feminists in gerontology argue that because most of the work women do

is of the unpaid type, and that this work continues across the lífespan, retirernent is not a

very useful term to describe the'working' lives ofmany women, including the cunent

cohort ofolder women (Onyx & Benton, i999; Skucha & Bemard, 2000).

Women in the current cohort of seniors often 'worked until maniage;' their paid

labour force participation was not in their middle or later years and so they never

'retired.' For those who do retire from the paid workforce, an expected effect of

retirement might be that some would spend more time in unpaid work. This is supported

by the activity theory of aging (Chambre, 1984). However, Chambre examined American

survey data and found that retirement did not increase the overall likelihood of

volunteering among people age 60 and olde¡. Retirement from the paid work force did

play a role in the finding that among volunteers, women retirees spent more time in
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volunteer efforts than did the volunteers who were homemakers and not in the paid work

force ( 1984).

Widowhood. Widowhood is an expected life event for maried women in their

later years (Rosenthal, 2000). Widowhood might be a life stage at which older women

become more involved in unpaid work because it offers social connections with others.

Changes over time regarding formal volunteering statistics show that between 199'7 and

2000, one ofthe groups with increases in the number ofhours were those who were

widowed (Hall et a1.,2000). Gaps in this area include an exploration of why widows had

increased hours of formal unpaid work.

Poverty. Although economic policy has lifted many older women out of poverty

in the past 20 years (McDonald, 2000), nearly one half of unattached older women remain

in poverly (Gee, 2000). Senior women still have the highest incidence of low income of

any age group (Statistics Canada,2000). In the literature, the high rates ofpovefty for

wornen in old age are linked to the lack of valuation of the unpaid work most women

perform tliroughout their lives including their later years (Browne, 1998; Leonard, 1999).

As with widowhood, although poverty is experienced by many older rvomen in Canada

there are gaps in research questions that explore how poverty is a factor in their unpaid

work activities.

IdentiQ. The older women who were interviewed by Altschuler (2001) named

their caring activities as part ofan "ongoing integral part oftheir identity over the life

course" (p. 88). The discrete categories olpaid and unpaid work that are so useful to

researchels are more integrated in the comments of older women regarding their

productive activities: "...life is filled with meaningful activities, for some of them we just

happen to get paid" (Leonard, 1999, p.88). Unpaid activities often ofler older women
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social connectedness and the opportunity to make a contribution to the outside

community (Leonard, i999). Recent qualitative studies on older women (Davidson, et al.,

2000; Hurd, 1999) discuss how identity is partly constructed through unpaid activities.

Dominant Western society continues to value youth, especially in women. As a result

many older women reject the idea that they are old (Hurd, 1999) and intemalize the

ageism that sunounds them. The "credo ofactivity" is espoused by many older women as

a way of differentiating themselves from being pelceived as "old" (Hurd, 1999, para 1).

Thus, volunteer work is a way to perform "not being old" for others and for oneself. Hurd

asserts that volunteering served the needs of the older women she interviewed to be seen

as "young" as well as a way to contribute to the community.

Gaps in the Líterature

"There is a need for studies that generate knowledge about the subjective

experience ofunpaid caring activities to older women" (Altschuler, 2001, p. 8l). This

quote speaks well to the goal ofmy project. Many other authors have noted gaps in the

literah¡re and directions for future research. Van Willigen (2000) stated that more

research is needed to understand how volunteers commit their time, what kinds of

activities they chose and why, and wliat this volunteering means to them. Much of the

literature reviewed here grouped both male and female older persons together. This made

it challenging to discuss the social (for example, gendered differences in life satisfaction

and volunteering) and individual (for example, the lole of unpaid work in the lives of

individual older women) aspects of older women and their unpaid work.

Purpose of the Present Studlt

The main purpose of this study was to investigate why older women volunteer,

using a qualitative perspective. Qualitative research allows one to see that there is no
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monolithic experience ofunpaid work in older age,just as there is no such thing in other

age groups, although themes can and do emerge as certain identities, roles, experiences of

health and larger socio-political contexts shape the experiences ofolder women as a

group. The secondary purpose of this project was to investigate the effect (ifany) ofage,

health status, income and marital status on older women's care work and volunteer work.

This was done by performing secondary data analysis on a Statistics Canada data set.

Research Questions

The following research questions guided this work:

l. What factors influence older women's volunteer and other unpaid work?

2. Can the factors ofage, health status, income and marital stahrs predict time spent

in unpaid work for women 65 and older?

These research questions were answered using qualitative and quantitative methods.
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CHAPTER 3: QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

The purpose of this study was to analyze time-use data to better understand how

variables influence the unpaid work ofolder women. National time use surveys have been

identified as one ofthe ways in which researchers in the area ofunpaid work can further

investigate the qualities and quantities ofunpaid wor* performed by a given population

such as women (Waring, 1999). In this study, a Statistics Canada national survey on time

use was analyzed regarding the unpaid work ofolder women.

Hypotheses

To address the research questions, l0 hypotheses were developed to determine if

there were relationships between the independent variables of: age, health, income and

marital status and unpaid work. of the available variables in the statistics canada survey,

these four independent variables were determined to be worthy ofinvestigation in this

project.

Hypothesis 1: There will not be a statistically significant decline in volunteer work

by age. There is an assumption among many ofus that activity, such as volunteerism,

automatically declines with age, This is a component ofanother assumption / stereotype

that health status also invariably declines with age. Age was chosen as a variable to

address the validity of these assumptions.

Hypothesis 2: There will be a statistically significant decline in volunteer work by

health status. It is logical to assume that a lower health status negatively affects activity

such as unpaid work. Health is a key variable in discussing older persons, partly because

health status can help explain behaviour such as volunteering or ability to perform other

unpaid work. Continuity theory did not really addr.ess the role of health in allowing a
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person to continue behaviours over time, however, it is important to implicate health as a

factor that influences (facilitates or constricts) our behaviours.

Hypothesis 3: There will be a statistically significant difference in volunteer work

by income group with the prediction being that as income rises, so does volunteer work.

Volunteelism is a valued within middle class and upper middle class culture, especially

for women (wives) to perform charity work. Greater income also allows for the expenses

that are incuned by volunteering such as transportation and other costs.

Hypothesis 4: There will be a statistically significant difference in volunteer work

by marital status. Feminist socialist theory was used to select income and marital stahrs as

relevant variables in women's unpaid work due to the way in which socio-economic

status (here defined by income and marital status) influences women's lives. For example,

widowhood lowers socio-economic status for many older women (Gee,2000), which can

mean a decLease in ability to perform volunteer work. As well, manied women may

spend more time perlorming care work, and thet'efore not have as much time for

volunteering.

Hypothesis 5: There will be a statistically significant decline in care work by age

group. Care work was assumed to decrease with age for several reasons. First, with age

comes higher likelihood of becoming a widow and therefore not perlorming spousal care.

As well, older women are less likely to have younger dependent grandchildren to care for.

Third, if their own health is declining with age, older women will do less care work

themselves and may become recipients ofcare.

Hypothesis 6: There will be a statistically significant decrease in care work by

declining health status. As stated above with hypothesis 2, it is important to implicate the

role of older women's health in their ability to perform unpaid work.
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Hypothesis 7: There will be a statistically significant decrease in care work as

income increases. It is hypothesized here that families who have higher incomes are more

likely to pay for care services and therefore less burden is placed on older women to

perform this care.

Hypothesis 8: There will be a statistically significant diflerence in care work by

marital status: married women will perform more care work than widowed women.

Spousal care is a common type of unpaid work for many older manied women.

Table 2

Hvpotlrcses I -4: rel
marital stalus

Statistically signifi cant
difference in time spent on
volunteel work b

Age
Health status
Income
Marital status

Table 3

Hvpotheses 5 - 8: relationship between vohtnteer work and age, health, Ìncome and
marital status

Statistically signifi cant
difference in time spent on
care work bv

Age
Health status
Income
Marital status

Hr
Hz
H¡
H,

Hs
Ho
Hz
Hc
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Two hypotheses tested for interaction effects of the independent variables on each

ofvolunteer work and care wolk:

Hypothesis 9: Among women volunteers, tinte spent on volunteer work can be predicted

by using the variables ofage, health, income and marital status. The effect ofeach of

these variables are discussed above. Togethel these four variables will influence the

amount of volunteer work older women perform.

Hypothesis l0: Among women performing care work, time spent on care work can be

predicted by using the variables ofage, health, income and marital status. Again, the after

exploring the individual effect ofeach ofthese four variables on unpaid work, it is

hypothesized that together', these variables will detelmine the amount of care work older

women perform.

Satnple

Of the 10,749 cases in the GSS 12, [ 193 cases represented women 65 and older.

All 1193 cases were included in this data analysis.

Statistics Canada General Social Su'vey (GSS) Clrcle I 2 (l998)

Quantitative data analysis was perfonned on a data set from Statistics Canada

General Social Survey Cycle l2 Time Use: 1998 (GSS l2) (1999b). This survey (total

N:10,749) was a national telephone survey done in 1997-1998 and included a time use

diary. The time use diary attempted to capture the tirne spent on the activities of an

interviewee during a designated 24 hour period. Although many daily activities are done

simultaneously, this data set coded only the main activity for a given time period

(Statistics Canada, 1999c). For example, ifone is at home minding grandchildren, doing

Method
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laundry, and also preparing food for dinner, only one of the activities would be coded in

the GSS 12.

Tests were done on weighted data from the GSS i2 Main File. Statistics Canada

(1999c) assefs that data should be weighted for all analyses. Cases were weighted using

the mean (M) of the sample.

Measures and Definitions

Independent variables were: age (in years), health status, income and marital

status. Age categories were: 65-69;70-'14;7 5-79 and 80 and older. Health status was self-

reported using the categories: excellent, very good, good, fair and poor. Four income

categories were constructed: $0-19,999; $20,000-39,999; $40,000-59,999 and $60,000

and over. These specific intervals fot income were created in order to differentiate

between those who were living on limited income ($0-i9,999) from those living on

middle ($20,000-39,999), upper middle ($40,000-59,999) and higher ($60,000) levels of

income. In addition a high refusal rate led to missing data for this variable. This

necessitated a smaller rather than lalger number ofcategories. Marital status categories

included: manied (or common-law) and widoived. Divorced and single women were

excluded from the analysis for two reasons. First, being divorced or single (never

manied) is different from being married or widowed in ternrs of lifestyle and life

circunrstances (for example, financial circumstances, social and recreational activities).

To group all of these women (divorced, widowed and single) into one category ignores

such difforences. Second, there were very few divorced (n = 37) or single women (n = 60)

in this sample; the majority of women in the sample were either maruied (n:511) or

widowed (n = 566). Dependant variables were: volunteer work and care work in minutes

per day. Specific activities included in these variables are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4

Lisr of GSSI2 unpaid work activitíes

GSS l2 Activity CodeDescription

Variable label: volunteer work

Professional, union, general meetings
Political, civic activity
Child, youth, lamily organizations
Religious meetings, organizations
Fraternal and social organizations
Volunteer work (Organizations)
Other organizational, voluntary and religious activity
Travel for a civic and voluntary activity
Coaching
Travel for coaching

Variable label: care work

Care giving for household members (children and adults)
Housework and cooking assistance outside household
House maintenance and repair assistance outside household
Unpaid babysitting outside household
Transportation assistance outside household
Care for disabled or ill outside household
Correspondence assistance outside household
Unpaid help for a business or farm outside household
Other unpaid help outside household

Data Analysis

Two tests, ANOVA (Analysis of Variance), and ANCOVA (Analysis of

Covariance), were employed. Although the dependent variables were continuous, only

one independent variable, age, was also a continuous variable. This meant that in ordel. to

perform a higher level statistical test such as logical regression analysis, income, health

and marital status would require transformation in order to meet the requirements of
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regression analysis. Upon consultation with a statistical advisor, it was decided that

several qualities of the variables made them unfit for transformation. ANOVA and

ANCOVA were advised to test the hypotheses regarding difference in time spent on

unpaid activities. ANOVA can indicate if any relationship exists between the mean

number of minutes performed by women in each different age group, income group,

health status group or mârital status $oup. It cannot provide the strength ofrelationship

that regression analysis could indicate. ANCOVA was used to test whether the four

variables could predict time spent in unpaid work. This test enabled the construction ofa

predictor modeI and can be used in place ofregression analysis when the independent

variables are categorical rather than continuous. All cases where information was missing

(i.e. income or health status not reported) were not included in these tests.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS OF QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis assessed the influence and predictive power of lour variables

(age, health status, income and marital status) on two types ofunpaid work: volunteer

work and care work. Tables 5 and 6 show the distribution of the independent variables of:

age, health, income and marital status.

Frequencies

Table 5

Frequencies for volunteer work: General Social Survey (GSS) Cycle l2 (1998)

N n (who did M (in minutes
volunteer workì ner davl

Age group (in years)
65 to 69
'70 to 74
75 to79
80 and over
Total

347
3t4
252
280

I 193

47
36
30
24

l3'7

13.88

9.89
t5.76
8.09

1 1.86

Health status
Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Total

1'70

310
323
159

54
l0t6

26
30
44
t2
3

22.09
10.01

12.65
4.84
1.27

I 1.86

Household Annual
Income (in $)

0 - 19,999
20,000-39,999
40,000-59,999
60,000+
Total

198

193

67
41

499

28
20
t2
6

66

20.03
7.83

22.18
7.85

14.58

Malital status
Married
Widowed

Total

5ll
566

1071

6I
55

116

T2.IT
10.28
11.14
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Table 6

Frequencies for care work: GSS Cycle I 2 (1998)

N n (who did care M (in minutes
work) Der dav)

Age group (in years)
65 to 69
70 to 74
75 to 79
80 and over
Total

347
314
252
280

1193

52
42
JJ

9
136

26.40
14.44
11.23
r.70

14.24
Health status

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Total

170
310
323
159

54
r 0l6

24
45
32
18

9
138

20.57
14.44
10.91

9.84
tl.73
14.24

Household annual income
(in $)

0 - 19,999
20,000-39,999
40,000-59,999
60,000+
Total

198

193

b/
41

499

6.t7
16.35
22.71
47.23
15.71

t2
30
15

11

68
Marital status

Mauied
Widowed
Total

5l I

s66
r07't

9t
34

t25

23.77
6.00

t4.43

Statistical Analyses

Hypotheses 1 through 4 tested for differences in time spent volunteering by each

of the four vatiables using an ANOVA. Results are illustrated in Tal¡le 7.

Hypothesis 1: There will not be a statistically significant difference in volunteer

work by age. This hypothesis was supported, there was no difference in volunteer work

by age group. This hypothesis addressed ageist assumptions around older women's
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productivity. This finding confirmed that oldel women volunteer upon retirement age (i.e.

65 years old) but into their 70s and 80s as well.

Hypothesis 2: There will be a statistically significant decline in volunteer work by

health status. Hypothesis 2 was supported (p : 0.006).

Hypothesis 3: There will be a statistically signifìcant difference in volunteer work

by income group. Income, as one measure of socio-economic status, was hypothesized to

be influentíal on older women's volunteer work. This hypothesis was not supported.

Hypothesis 4: There will be a statistically significant difference in volunteer work

by marital status. It was expected that manied women might be spending more time on

spousal care and housework and thelefore have less time for volunteering. Hypothesis 4

was not suppoÉed.

Table 7

ANOVA tests for hypotheses l-4: Volunteer work of Older ll'otnen, GSS Cltcle I2 (j998)

ANOVA
Sum of

Variable N Squares df F-value p-value

Age group
Health status

2748333
2317944

1514865
2377156

2 1.508
4 3.642

3 2.236
I 0.407

Income category 498
Marital status 1077

I 193

1016
.211
.006*

.083

.524
+p<0.01

A test ofanalysis ofcovariance (ANCOVA) explored whether these lour variables taken

together could predict tirne spent on volunteer work. Results indicate that volunteer work

(R2 = 0.02, p: 0.45) could not be pledicted using the chosen independent variables. One

of the possible reasons for this was a large proportion ofrespondents rvho did 0 minutes
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ofvolunteer work. Further tests were then run, excluding these cases where 0 care

minutes or volunteer minutes were present. The results of this second test (Table g) also

indicated that these lour variables did not predict tinre spent on volunteering (N=66, ft2 =

0. I 1, p = 0.68). Hypothesis 9 was not supported.

Table 8

ANCOVA results for predícting time spent on volunteer work

Variable Sum of Squares df F-value p

Marital Status

Income Group

Health Status

Age

17s31.886 I

45523.132 3

27242.317 4

8.258 1

t.449

1.254

0.563

0.000

0.234

0.299

0.690

0.979

R'=0.ll,p:0.68

Hypotheses 5 through 8 tested for difference in time spent on care work by each of

the four variables. Results of the ANOVA are included in Table 9. It was expected that all

four ofthe variables would significantly influence care work.

Hypothesis 5: There will be a statistically significant decline in care work by age

group. Hypothesis 5 was supported þ : 0.000).

Hypothesis 6: Thele will be a statistically significant decrease in care work by

declining health status. Hypothesis 6 rvas not supported.

Hypothesis 7: There will be a statistically significant decrease in care work as

income increases. There was a significant difference in care work by income, but the

relationship was positive, not negative as pledicted: as income increased so did average

number of minutes performing care work (p : 0.000).
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Hypothesis 8: There will be a statistically signihcant difference in care work by

marital status: married women will perform more care work than widowed women. This

hypothesis was supported, married women were more likely to perform higher amounts

of care work than were widows.

Table 9

ANOVA tests for hypotheses 5-B: Care work of Older llomen, GSS Cycle l2 (l998)

Sum of d.f.
Squares

F-value
Variable Þ-value

Age group

Health status

Income category

Marital status

1193

r0l6

498

1077

4403121

2553524

t640414

414577'7

3

4

3

I

8.972 .000*

1 .3 16 .262

6.479 .000*

22.435 .000x
+ p < 0.01

ANCOVA tests were run to assess if the independent variables could be taken

together to predict time spent in care work. Results indicate care work (.R2 = 0.05,p:

0.00) could not be predicted using the chosen independent variables. One ofthe possible

reasons for this was a large proportion ofrespondents who did 0 minutes ofcare work.

Further tests were then run, excluding these cases where 0 care minutes were present.

Results indicate that at a significance Ievel of .05 the independent variables predict 34.5%

of tlre variability in time spent on care work (N:68, R2 = 0.34, p:0.04). Hypothesis 10

was supported. Table l0 demonstrates that marital status and age had significant effects

on time spent in care work, while income and health status did not have significant effects

on this variable.
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Table l0

ANCOVA resttlts.for predicting time spent on care work

Variable Sum of Squares df F-value

Marital Status

Income Group

Health Status

Age

45093.50 1

42674.51 3

45983.06 4

r 16899.40 I

4.66

1.47

1.19

12.09

0.04

0.24

0.33

0.00

R":0.1+,p=9.94

Table 1l provides the effects of individual variables on time spent on care work. Being

widowed meant women were less likely to be doing care work (p.0.03). Women with an

income of $40,000-59,999 were also less likely to perform care work (p = 0.047). Age

was run as a continuous variable in this analysis, and here we see a negative relationship;

as age increased, time spent on care work decreased (p = 0.00)
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Table I I

Effects of ittd¡vidual variables on time spent oÌt care work

Variable N Estimate Standard t ratio p
Enor

9

136 - 10.9 i 3.t4 -3.48 0.00

Marital
Status
Widowed 34 -37.99 17.59 -2.16 0.03
Manied 9l

Inconte
Group
0- 12 5.56 30.40 0.18 0.86
19,999
20,000- 30 -3.22 26.83 -0.12 0.90
39,999
40,000- ls -63.95 3 I . 15 -2.05 0.047
59,999
60,000 and 1l
up

Health Status
Excellent 24 54.00 36.92 1.46 0.15
Very good 45 35.30 28.31 1.25 0.22
Good 32 42.28 32.73 1129 0.20
Fair I 8 -25.34 42.95 -0.59 0.56
Poor

Ase
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION OF QUANTITATIVE DATA RESULTS

Overall, the rcsults demonstrate that the independent variables of age, health

status, income and marital status are significant predictors of older women's care work

but not their volunteer work.

Both volunteering and performing care work usually require a certain amount of

physical and mental resources. It was hypothesized that there would be a significant

decrease in time spent on volunteer work by health status, and this hypothesis was

supporled. Volunteer work did not significantly differ among women ofdífferent age,

income and maritaì categories.

There were significant diffelences in tirne spent on care work by age, income and

marital status. Interaction effects between the variables were tested using ANCOVA

analysis. Results showed that approximately one third of the variability in time spent on

care work can be predicted using age, income, malital status and health status. This points

to a significant degree of predictive power in explaining time spent on care work by

women 65 and older. Age, marital and health status are also somewhat conelated.

Multicollinearity could not be tested due to the fact that marital and health status were

categorical variables. Theoretically, we can say that for women 65 and older, as age

increases, likelihood ofexperiencing widowhood increases, as does likelihood ofhealth

decline.

Care work minutes were a function of time spent caring lor family members

(including spouse, siblings, and grandchildren), and providing assistance or care to others

(i.e. providing care or transportation to neighbours). It is not surprising that the four

variables were able to provide some level ofprediction regarding changes in time spent

on these types ofactivities. Feminist theory was used in this project to assert that older
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\¡r'omgn perform care work based on gendered expectations: women,s duty to care for

others. In this study, this expectation was seen in the results regarding marital status and

care work: older women who were widowed were significantly less likely to do care work

than were their married counterparts. Age signihcantly decreased older women's

likelihood of perlorming care work. This is likely due to decreased mobility among some

older women who become frail and in tum, decreased expectations (by family and

friends) that they will continue caring for others. The estimated number of minutes doing

care work also decreased for women in the $40,000-59,999 income category. This

suggests a class based difference in older women's care work where having a middte

class income affords women to pay for others to help with unpaid care work of family or

friends.

Limitatíons

There were several limitations conceming the GSS 12 data set from Statistics

Canada. In tenns of method, this survey relied on recalling inforrnation from the past

week, which has a limited level of accuracy. As rvell, the method employed forced

respondents to name only one activity. This has implications for activities such as child

care, or even household duties suclì as laundry since many unpaid rvork activities are

performed simultaneously throughout the day. A Ialge percentage (88%) of women

¡eported 0 minutes ofcare work and / or volunteer work in this suwey. Other surveys

have captured larger amounts of time spent on these activities by this population. This

was considered a limitation in this project.

Only four variables rvere selected as possible predictor variables in this project.

These four variables were hypothesized to be significant influences on the ability,

expectations and choices of older women to perform unpaid work within their family and
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community. It is possible that additional variables included in the data set may have

served as better predictors ofvolunteer and care work. Finally, in doing secondary data

analysis, a researcher is bound by the survey questions included originally. Some

variables that might be better predictors of time spent in unpaid work (such as religious

attendance, number ofyears since retirement, number ofyears widowed, past volunteer

and care experiences (as per continuity theory) and identification with traditional gender

roles (as per feminist theory)) were not included in the survey.

Future Research

A major feature of this project is that the time use data used was from the 24 hour

time use diary constructed by Statistics Canada. The data set includes additional questions

regarding volunteer work and other unpaid work beyond the time use diary. For example,

in another section ofthe survey, participants were asked to recall how often they

volunteered each month for the past l2 months. An analysis using these data may yield

different responses to the research questions outlined in this ploject. I decided not to use

these data as they were perceived as less reliable than data collected from the past week.

If the goal is to build a model ofvariables that can help predict time spent in

volunteer work, care work or similar types ofunpaid labour, it appears that additional

variables beyond age, income, health and marital status are required. Unpaid work is a

function of many factors. The two theories cited in this project were used to suggest that

factors such as social expectations of women (fen-rinist theory) and past experiences

(continuity theory) influence older women's unpaid work. Future research should assess

the adequacy of time use survey methodology such as is cunently employed by Statistics

Canada in measuring such variables.
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An individual person's volunteerism is a function of many complex factors and

future research should explore additional factors beyond health status that appear to

influence volunteerism among older women. Examples of such variables include:

influences from their lamily of origin while growing up, religiosity and belief systems, as

well as mobility and health issues.
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CHAPTER 6: QUALITATIVE DATA

The previous section describes the results ofquantitative data analysis ofolder

women's unpaid work. Although, as shown in Chapter 4 the variables ofage, health,

income and marital status succeeded in predicting 35% ofthe variability in time spent on

care work, the results were less successful regarding volunteer work. It was concluded

that additional variables must be identified as influential upon older women's volunteer

and other unpaid work. From a feminist theoretical perspective it was logical to move to

qualitative data, collected in in-depth interviews with older women themselves, to further

understand the conditions that influence their unpaid work.

Defnilions

Older women are women age 65 and older, cunently living in their own homes or

apaftments.

Unoaid work includes all productive activity for which no remuneration was

leceived and that supports and maintains the social institutions of the family, community

and the market economy. I have operationally defined the term unpaid work more

selectively for this study. Two categories oftypes ofunpaid work are used: volunteer

work with a group or organization, termed'formal volunteering'by Statistics Canada

(Hall et al., 200i) and a variable that captures all caring for others - inside and outside

their household (includes spousal care, child care, helping tasks to relatives, friends,

'informal work'). In the text that follows these activities will be termed: volunteer work

and care work. These two categories were also used to test hypotheses using the GSS12.

Methodology

Many of tlie qualitative studies included in the above literature review used

interviews as a method for conducting the research (Altschul er,200l; Davidson, Arber &
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Ginn,2000; Glass & Jolly, 1997; Grand'Maison, 1996; Hurd, 1999; Pickard, Shaw &

Glendinning, 2000; Sidenvall, Nydahl & Fjellstrom, 2000). This method has the potential

to meet what Ray (1999) describes as an important goal, that ofvalidating personal

klowledge and experience so that methodologies themselves can challenge and extend

current accepted modes ofknowledge production. Interviews with women are a "strategy

for documenting women's own account of their lives" (Oakley, 1981 , p.48). In the best

scenario, the interviewer can become a tool for incorporating into research, practice and

policy, the "articulated and recorded voice ofwomen" (Oakley, 1981, p.48). Qualitative

research has played an important role in advancing one of the goals ofcritical

gerontology of"reinserting" the subjective experience ofpeople into the research

(Phillipson, 1998, p.23). Qualitative studies discuss not only the work being done, but

also the experience ofthe worker - in this case, the woman in her later years.

A researcher makes methodological decisions in order to select and guide herself

through the methods to be used to answer the research questions. Feminist methodology

includes careful consideration ofhow the chosen methods will have an impact on the

participants and the selection ofacceptable methods to ensure integrity and rigour.

Feminist methodology reflects feminist principles of validating women's experiences and

'talking with' rather than 'talking at' participants. The researcher should not position

herselfas 'the expert' and rather should position the participant as 'the knower.' ln

analyzing and interpreting the data, the purpose of the analysis is to take part in the

experience described by Ristock and Pennell (1996) "...social scientists. .. [are]

lesponsible for reconstructing social reality in a rvay that looked beyond people's

immediate understandings to less apparent pattems ofsocial relations" (p.78). In other

words, my work here is to document the unpaid work activities in which women
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participate, as well as how they feel about that work. Women will have a certain context

for their work and reasons for doing it. As a researcher, my task is to use theory and

"creative analyses" (Ristock & Pennell, 1996, p.79) to widen the scope ofcontexts and to

create new knowledge about the women and their work. Analysing and interpreting the

data, that is bringing in the theory so as to include the "less apparent pattems ofsocial

relations" (p.78) should be done without disregarding or discounting their contexts in

order to assert my own analysis of the relationship betrveen older women and their unpaid

work.

Rigour and reliability are important concepts in qualitative research. Reliability

involved checking on how well the research tools (interview questions and time use chart)

answered the researcli questions. Tactics to achieve validity or rigour in qualitative

research include reflexivity, depth ofdescription, accuracy, intellectual honesty and

searching fol altemative hypotheses and interpretations (Borkan, 1993). To be valid,

qualitative research must have integlity in reflecting the lived experiences of the

parlicipants (Ristock & Pennell, i996, p.50). Both reliability and validity wele considered

using recommended practice (Borkan, 1999; Sankal& Gubruim, 1994; Kirby and

McKenna, 1996; Patton, 1990), that is, the practice of "living with the data" (Kirby &

McKenna, 1996, p.150). Such action involves examining data from the perspective of the

participant (Sankar & Gubruim, 1994), and distancing oneselfas a reseârcher from the

material (Patton, I 990). Face validity was ensured by going back to the original data, to

check that analysis and interpretation are accurate to the raw data.

Method

In-depth interviews were perlormed with l0 wonren volunteers age 65 and older.

Participants were found using contacts within tlie Winnipeg communify, as well as
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through posters (Appendix A) sent to several social service agencies in Winnipeg that

were recognized as either a location that relied regularly on volunteer help (i.e. food

banks) or a location that served seniors and therefore a likety place to locate senior

volunteers (i.e. seniors resource centres). I contacted the following agencies to ask for

help in recruiting participants: Age and Opportunity, LTNPAC (United Nations Platform

for Action Committee), the Volunteer Centre of Manitoba, several Vy'innipeg

Neighboorhood Seniors Councils (such as Good Neighbours, North End, Transcona,

Broadway), Winnipeg Harvest, Ma Mawi Wi Chi Itata, Osbome House, Villa Rosa,

Creative Retirement, North End Women's Resource Cenhe, North End Community

Ministry, Wolseley Family Place, Agape House, Compassionate Friends, Children's

Hospital Book Fair Committee, and Gwen Secter Creative Living Centre.

Women intelested in an interview were asked in the poster to contact me via

phone or e-mail. Upon initial contact, I told them more about the interview process, and

asked if I could mail them a copy of the time-use chaft and list of some time-use activities

to review prior to the interuiew. (See letters to participants Appendix A). Interyiews were

then scheduled. As expected, the taped interviews lasted between I and 2 hours.

Particípants

Participants were selected based on the criteria that they were currently doing

volunteer work. There were two reasons for the decision to focus on women volunteers.

First, it lacilitates qualitative data analysis of commonalities among participants,

(emerging themes) because it provides one way in which participants share a similarity.

Second, this decision addresses the gap in literature on qualitative research on older

women and their volunteer rvork. The use ofthe time-use chart to collect data on
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additional unpaid work beyond the volunteer work was seen as a way of incorporating

other forms ofunpaid work such as informal care work.

The participants were ten women age 65 or older living in the Winnipeg area. All

were performing volunteer work on a regular basís at the time of the interviews. The

interviews were completed between October 2003 and May 2004.

Instruments

Interview questions are listed in Appendix C. An additional data collection tool

during the interviews was the "Time Use Chart" (Appendix E). This chart is modeled

after the time-use collection tools used by othel feminist researchers such as Waring

(reee).

Data analysis

Interviews were transcribed and analysed with assistance from NVIVO software.

Qualitative data analysis methods outlined in Borkan (1999), Kirby and McKenna (1989),

Patton (1990), Ristock and Pennell (1996) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) were used to

guide the analysis. These texts desclibe similar procedures for qualitative data analysis,

and they all appear to be influenced by the "grounded theory" approach to research that

was first discussed by Glaser and Strauss in 1967 (as cited in Ristock & Pennell, 1996).

There are several products from the qualitative data analysis:

A. A summary list of unpaid actívities identified by older women through

interviews and completing the time-use chaÍ.

B. A summary list of responses as to why they do the work that they do.

C. Analysis and interpretation of the commonalities and / or differences

across participants' answers based on their differences in age, health
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status, marital status and ecollomic status. This involves identifuing

themes from the interviews.

D. Praxis: Discussion of the relationship between the data and theory.

What are the relationships between the recuring themes?

E. Triangulation ofqualitative data with the findings from quantitative

data analysis ofGSS 12.

The process ofdata analysis began by coding the data to identifu concepts and

categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). This process is named "identifliing 'bibbits"'

(sections ofraw data) by Kirby and McKenna (1989). Each bibbit conesponded to one of

the research questions. As well, it is noted that qualitative data analysis is a creative

thinking as well as a critical thinking endeavour (Patton, 1990, p.432; Ristock & Pennell,

1,996, p.79). In order to practice creative and critical analysis skills, careful attention was

paid to the raw data. In addition to identifying bibbits that answer the research questions,

bibbits that do not appear to directly respond to the lesearch questions were noted (these

bibbits are termed'satellites' in Kirby & McKenna). The satellites play a role in

identiffing concepts or issues important to the research questions, but not always

predicted by the researcher (Kirby & McKenna, 1989).

Next, individual pieces were organized in order to begin "developinga category

for analysis" (Ristock & Pennell, 1996, p.81). Pattems, themes and concepts were

identified by "cross-case analysis" (Patton, 1990), termed "cross referencing bibbits" by

Kirby & McKenna (i989). Interyreting the data then involved identifying possible and

probable causes, consequences and lelationships among categories ofdata (Patton, 1990).

The concepts outlined by Strauss and Corbin (1990) offer a rvay to inspect the data in

order to identify factors that influence the participant and her unpaid work. These
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concepts are causal conditions, context and intewening conditions (p.96). For example,

how does economic status act as a context within which the participant helps with child

care or volunteers at a center? How is it an intelening condition that .,facilitates 
or.

constrains" (Strauss & Corbin, p.96) her unpaid work activities? This process of

understanding the causal conditions, context and intervening conditions within the data

also involves retuming to the theory and exploring how the data fit with theoretical

constructs identified in the literature review section.
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CHAPTER 7: RESIJLTS OF QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

Resuhs

Dentographics

Ten women over the age of 65 (R: 66-84) were interviewed. All of the women

were retired from paid work at the time of interview. Two of the women were divorced,

four were married and four were widowed. This proportion of divorcees (20% of the

sample) is higher than the national average where only 4%ó of women 65 and over are

divorced (Statistics Canada, 1999a). The proportion of manied and widowed women in

my sample roughly corresponds with national data of women in these categories (41%

and 460/o respectively) (Statistics Canada, 1999a)

Their educational experiences ranged from completion of grade eight all the way

through to Master's degrees. Of the ten women, two had obtained Bachelor;s degrees, and

two had obtained Master's degrees. These statistics are higher than the national average

where only 8% ofCanadian seniors had post-secondary education (1999a). When

compared to national statistics, this sample also had more ties to the paid labour force.

On[y one wonan had not been in the paid work force upon maniage and therefore never

off,rcially retired. Across Canada, two out ofevery ten women age 65 and over have never

been in the paid workforce (1999a). The other nine women had paid work experiences

after marriage; the length of time they had been retired varied from one year to 29 years.

Household income data is reported in Table 12. Four participants reported being

in the lowest income category: $0-$ 19,999 (annual income); one participant reported

being in the second income category: $20,000-$39,999; the other five participants

reported incomes in the $40,000-$59,999 range. Self-r'eported income was compared with

Census data on average household income (for all age groups) in each postal code. In two
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cases self-reported income fit with Census data on household income for her postal code

area. In seven cases self-reported income was lower than the Census data. In one case self

reported income was higher than Census data.

Table 12

Participant Household Income: Self-reported and 2001 Census .figures

Participant Self-reported household 2001 Census median

income category household income (all ages'
all households)

C

G

H

40,000-59,999

40,000-59,999

0- 19,999

40,000-59,999

20,000-39,999

40,000-59,999

40,000-s9,999

0-19,999

0-19,999

0-19,999

37,612

45,434

38,223

70,884

43,156

43,813

q? n5?

3t,771

37,612

25,235

Note. Participant's postal code used to retrieve Census figures.

There appeared to be a desire for most of tlie participants to rate their household income

level as being in "the middle" of my scale. However in several instances, such as with

Participant A, there were indicators ofan upper middle class lifestyle:

...These are golden years, to be free, and we did. And I've never regretted it. I
guess I've had 13 vacations in Hawaii. I've gone...to Australia, I've been 8 times to
Iceland, 3 times to England, and um traveled in Europe..."
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L: I'm hoping that I talk to women with different financial backgrounds; I have 4
categories here which one would you say describes you?

....[So] I have no problem saying that I'm somewhere in the middle.', [participant
Al

Three other demographics were collected in order to discuss the economic status

of the participants: orvnership of a home, car and cottage or other second property. Eight

of the women orvned a home and two of the women previously owned homes but were

now renting. Nine of the women owned cars and three of the married women owned two

cars. Two ofthe women owned cottages or other property and three others had owned

second properties in the past. Observational data were collected regarding the

participant's homes, in order to indicate if the women were of higher, middle or lower

economic status. using this observational data, along with interview responses (including

husband's occupation), it was assessed that the majority (8) ofthe women who

participated in this study could be classified as middle class.

Participants were asked to rate their health using four categories: excellent, very

good or good, fair, or poor. Two women rated their health as excellent, seven rated their

health as good or very good and one woman tated her health as fair.

Tinte Use Charts

Time Use Charts were completed during the interview to provide a "snapshot" of

each participant's volunteer and other unpaid work within a given week. Each participant

described her volunteer and other unpaid wotk events for each day of the past week

leading up to the interview day. Completed time use charts lor each woman are shown in

Appendix E. The women were involved in various volunteer.and care work activities at

the time of the interviews. These activities included volunteering for social organizations

and places of worship, performing child care for family members, and providing care and
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meals to farnily, friends and neighbours. Most of the women agreed that their time use

chart provided an example of a ,.typical week."

The tìme use charts yielded a wide range of unpaid activities from the ten

participants. In all,24 different activities were indicated in the time use charts:

1. Housework and errands

2. yard work

3. cashier duties at 2nd hand store

4. taking frail friends for dinner o. preparing mears for fra neighbours (and

shopping for meals for neighbours)

5. caring for friends pet

6. checking in with ill or alone persons who are shut in or in hospital / care

home

7. preparing and hosting family dinner.s

8. volunteering at museum

9. volunteering at community group home

I 0. set up communit¡r even for sen ior.s

11. provide lunch for fanrily members in nursing home

12. prepare for and perlom choir at church

13. babysit grandchildren

14. volunteer driving

15. volunteer at food bank

i6. volunteer with community outl.each centre

17. volunteer on hospital palliative care ward

18. making holiday gifts for family and friends or fundraisers
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19. assist rvith home care visits for fi.ail friend

20. meal preparation

21. maintenance ofchurch building and grounds

22. paperwork relating to church administration

23. attending church meetings

24. assist with church service

Emergent Thentes

Three separate coding procedures were done in order to capture a rerevant

themes from the interviews. First, commonly cited responses to the interview questions

were analysed thematically in order to assess the commonalities among the wornen and

their responses. Second, themes were constructed by identifuing bibbits that provided

insight into the topic from the chosen theoretical perspectives (feminist and continuity

theory). Finally, because this project is situated witliin the discipline of family social

sciences, bibbits that helped to locate the role ofthe family as an influence on women's

work were analysed thematically. The three coding procedures resulted in comprehensive

and rigorous analysis ofinterview data. Many of the themes that emerged illustrated the

intersecting of these three different foci.

?henrc l: Type of volunteer work they do: "wotnen's work" and the gendered

dÌvisíon of labour in family and society. rt was obse.ed that much of the unpaid work in

which these women were engaged qualified as traditional wonen's labour, including food

preparation, nurturing, caring for the very yourìg (grandchildren) and the very old

(parents, husbands and peers), baking for charities and crafting items lor charity.

Thente 2: Resources to do volunteer work. Tl'ree resources were identified in the

interviews as contributing to the participant's volunteering including adequate income,
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good health and transportation autonomy (the ability to drive oneselfaround). These

resources are related; health status influences the ability to keep driving, and owning and

operating a car is a financial cost.

Theme 2a: Income and volunteering. When asked if having less income would

affect their volunteer work, four women reported "yes" and four women replied "no" (the

remaining two responses were unclear). The responses to this question fell into two

categories. some ofthe women did not link financial resources with their volunteer work,

and they said that the decisions to do this work are not based on economics. other women

indicated that having less financial resources might translate into doing less volunteer

work for two reasons. First, if they could not afford their vehicle, their volunteer work

would be influenced. Second, ifthey did not have suff,rcient retirement income, they

might need to do paid work and therefore have less time for volunteering.

For me, I don't think it's much ofan influence because I,m not suffering at
all financially. I don't think that if I would do more volunteer work. I think if
I had less, I might do less volunteer work because I might do something I,d
want to get money. Like maybe the grocery store or doing the sample stuff,
you know, something retired people do, the greeter at wal-maft or something
(laughs). So I think ifI had less finances I would do less volunteeÌ work.
[Participant D]

Like if I didn't have a car for example? Oh yes!... I would change. If I had to go
by bus or whatever, I would look for something more in my area. yeah."
IParticipant G]

L: ...Does having a certain amount of money help to be able to volunteer?
"Oh yes!"
L: So ifyou had less would it influence certain things you'd be able to do?
"Not what I'm doing. I think the important thing is to be mobile. And of course

its very nice to still be able to drive - and ifhave your eyesight and your hearing,"
IParticipant A]
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In addition, nine of the participants felt they had enough financial resources to do

volunteer work (one declined the question). Some women also discussed the direct

economic costs ofvolunteering, such as car maintenance, gas, food, and craft supplies.

"There's always a cost with volunteer work. Don't let anybody ever tell you it's
not!" [Participant E]

Yes, oh yes. Oh yes, it [money] does [matter]. Yes, that is important. You
need, people that don't have um, like expendable money, can't do it in the
way that I've done it. Like you can do it by working in your neighbourhood,
you can look after your neighbour's child or somebody who's sick or those
kinds of things that don't cost. But you don't even cook for somebody else
without a cost. You know, like the meat for me to make that casserole that I
made last Saturday was 20 doltars. And that's not counting all that went in it.
And all the dessert, you k:row, so ifyou don't have some expendable money
that doesn't happen. [Participant F]

Theme 2b: Health. Parlicipants were asked if their health influenced their day to

day activities such as volunteering. Five women responded "yes," two women said "no"

and the other women first replied "no" but then gave examples ofhow their health had

influenced their volunteer work in the past.

"Ah not really, not so far. Like well I didn't go to church last Sunday because my
eye was bothering me, aching, so Ijust didn't bother going." [Participant C]

I think it would - cause the times when I've had, sometimes have
problems in my neck and back and I know those times that I will put off
phoning K. to do that visit because I think. I guess I'm starting to think: no
today, I'll take care ofmyself. Which is probably something I do more often
now than maybe I would lrave 10 years ago. Or if I hadn't slept well and I'm
really really groggy or something - I think today's a day to stay at home. So
that probably doesn't get me out of coming here [hospital] or [food bank] but
the more informal volunteering things I rvould probably put aside.

IParticipant Gj

"Arthritis and that stops me. I do what I can." [Participant H]

The majority agreed or provided instances that their health influenced their day to day

activities including their volunteer work. In the course of the interviews the women

described health ailments, such as arthritis, cataracts, restricted mobility due to stroke and
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receiving physiotherapy. However, with the exception of one participant, the women

reported that their health status was excellent, very good or good.

Theme 2c: Transportatíott aulonomy. Nine of the ten women owned cars and

drove themselves in order to volunteer and do other unpaid work. This type of

transportation autonomy is a very important component in their unpaid work.

Like for me, if I didn't, if I couldn't drive my car, and I have a car,
and my husband has a car, now this is a great blessing. If I didn't have a car, I
wouldn't do all ofthese things. Like I would not take the bus down all the
time. And I don't know ifI would even go to [food bank] if I have to take the
bus. Not because I wouldn't take the bus, but because its so time consuming.
And depending on my husband. But as long as we're together, I would have
to leave the house at at least 8 in the moming to get there on time. Where as
it is, we always eat our meals together. So I would not leave him while I do
you know, while, ifI didn't have the car to do the things I do. And because
we have the money for the gas. I mean keeping a second car is expensive,
and my husband's forever saying 'oh well you don't need your car'.

And I say yes I do because you wouldn't share, evenly. You know,
we just josh back and forth like this. [Participant F]

I drive myself. In fact we feel a little bad that we have 2 cars. We
really don't need two cars. But. You knorv, if I want to get to [the fitness
centrel, he wants to go curling and golfìng and if I want to do my sfuff when
he wants to do his stuff, or he's gone for a weekend cause he's visiting at
these small congregations and I have something. We still have 2 cars. We
feel a little uncornfortable about that. But. We keep saying one ofthese days
were gonna organize down to one. But. We haven't done it yet. And that's,
yes, that's a financial luxury isn't? That if I were say on my own, I'd have a
car, but someone else might want to do these things but ifyou don't have the
freedom. It's a luxury. [Participant G]

L: Does the weather change anything? Would you volunteer more in summer or
less in summer, more in winter, less in winter?
"Doesn't make a difference."
L: The driving doesn't bother you?
"No, doesn't bother me. The car is my legs - so I have to have it, and Ijust drive.
Because I rvear a brace and can't walk much" [Participant J]

The one participant who was no longer driving provided some context into the

baniers that she faces regarding transportation. This participant had briefly volunteered at

an agency that did not provide her with transportation, and she ended her work there. In
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contrast' the location where she was currently volunteering at the time ofthe interview

was providing transportation:

So I've stopped driving. That's the hardest thing to do by the way. If
you're used to driving and having a car. All these thingi I've had to give up
and there's been nothing back that's really interested me. So that,s bein
crummy....

There's no public transportation that I can use. Even if it's not
snowing I can't lift this thing up and down on bus steps. And they do have,
they tell me they have these wonderful lower buses, but how oftán do they
run and where do they run and where do they stop? Handi_transit [public, on_
call transit service] is a bressing, but it's also a curse. First ofall yäu ca ,
and first to get through to them to make the reservation you have to .ouni ut
least half an hour where you're put on hold and you waii your tum. yeah.
And you listen to their little conrmercials. It's awful. That,s number l.
Number 2 is when you get through, they ask you when you want to go,
where you want to go. What time you want to be there, and what is the
purpose ofyour trip.

...they [agency she volunteers at] provide transportation. Otherwise I
wouldn't do it. That's very key. And I made it clear when I went there.
Because I can't afford to take cabs and I don't want to take Handi-transit. I,m
tired by the time I get there. [participant I].

Theme 3; Fantíly and Grandchíldren. Family and grandchildren were mentioned

by all of the participants. Four of the women were performing child care for

grandchildren on a regular or casual basis. The emergent therne regarding family was that

most of the women mentioned hosting dinner for extended family members from time to

time. None of the women reported being involved in spousal care at the time of the

interviews. The only direct question regarding famiry in the interview was: .,Have you

always had farnify responsibilities (i.e. childcare, etc.)?" All of the interviewees had been

manied with children during their middle years and therefore had spent time doing the

unpaid work ofbeing a mother and a wife. The theoretical connections between their past

unpaid work and their cu*ent unpaid work are examined in the Discussion section below.

Well because of my commitment, you know. My mother was the
founder, and I enjoy the association with the women. And I think we have a
very important goal, to go to citizenship coufi once ayear, and serve the
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coffee. And meet the people that are becoming Canadians. So that's an active
citizenship - take paft in citizenship. [participant A]

L: What about the babysitting. Why do you do that?
"To help my children. Because they think that it's much nicer that I do rather than a
stranger." [Participant B]

I do that [provide meals for parent in nursing home] out oflove for
her. Truly. Truly. But I wish she could - she can,t communicate. It's very
difficult. So what I do is, I bring her down and I sit with a lady who does
talk. And the lady is paranoid, and she's definitely paranoid. And she repeats,
and repeats. But I with her and chat with her, and it takes, it passes the tlme.
And my blother-in-law does the same thing. [participant E]

Theme 4; Church work. Five of the time use charts include church related

volunteer work (see Appendix E). For those involved in church work, it was apparent this

was a pad oftheir lifestyle that was established earlier in life and has been continued into

their later years.

Well I guess I'm involved in the church because I grew up in the
church, you know I went to [church based girls club], all the girls groups and
then when we were married. Now my husband grew up in [ ], till he was l7
and in [ ] the small town the church rvas their central social activity. you
know. Like they went to Cubs and Scouts and Sunday school and they skated
and so he grew up in the church. And when he came to Winnipeg they
moved... and thele was quite a group ofyoung people on that, in that church
on that street....And they had a social group ther.e. And so when we got
maffied, we, it was natural for us to staú going to church. And as the
children, when they got to be old enough to go to Sunday school and that,
then I taught Sunday school, and did different things in the church and so did
my husband. So you carry that on. You know, itjust becomes part ofyour
life. [Participant F]

Theme 5: volunteering within women's religious groups.ln addition to discussing

the role ofvolunteering for their place ofworship, four ofthe women discussed past and

present memberslrip in women's groups within their church / synagogue. These groups

performed volunteer work lor the church as well as within the community. They also

provided social connectivity with other women.
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We have once a month, we have a [women's church group]. We meet
once a month, and on Wednesday this past week towards a Christmas
hamper and we made up 3 hampers. But I think what I like best is tlie
camaraderie, the friends that I have in that church setting. I like the choir. I
mean, I've been in that for - I don't know, 30 years. Something like that,
yeah. But the choir has. Although we're all there to sing Christian type
music, we're friends but we're not compatible with everybody. Whereas in
the UCW, that I belong to. There is a unique friendship amongst each of us.
And we're all women. Yeah. It's very unique. Very very special....I,ve only
been in it for about 6 years. But it's been going longer....we have 29 ladies in
that UCW group. And all of them do volunteer work. All of them. There is
none who doesn't....They're my age. Some of them are younger. We vary
from 47 to 70 I guess. ALL do volunteer you know. It's very interesting.
[Participant E]

Each woman provided her own personal reason for getting involved in volunteer

work. From the responses, five themes emerged: continuity, social connectivify (and

therefore a response to potential social isolation), personal satisfaction, replacement, and

keeping busy (but not too busy).

Thente 6; Continuity

"We've [she and her husband] been volunteering all our lives...I've been
volunteering for a long time." [Participant G]

L: So you were saying before, you always volunteered. Were you always
volunteering in church work? Why did you get involved?
"Well at that time I did more with the children in school. Yeah. If they went on
field trips, little things. Or when they were in Cubs and Brownies, drive them,
certain things. I did volunteering with the Red Cross, going door to door. Anything
that I was asked. Ok fine, I'll do it. And I like meeting people. So I didn't think it
was much. If you can help out a little bit somewhere it might not be much to you,
but for them it is." [Participant H]

L: When you retired did your volunteer work increase?
"I don't know that it did. I think I'vejust always done volunteer work." [paficipant
Al

Theme 7: Social connectior¡s. Most of the volunteer work the women did was

social in nature - it involved interaction with people on a regular basis. This rvas cited as

a reason why they continued with this type of labour.
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"You need to. You need to do something outside ofthe house or you go crazyl"
IParticipant E]

"Yeah, it's just enjoyable. And it's company - it's social... and she was phoning
all over trying to figure out where I was. And she was scared I got sick and didn't
tell her cause I always phone if I'm going to be late and I just forgot." [Parlicipant
Jl

...and at that time my days were becoming bored, kinda bored, and I
was shopping, I wanted to do volunteer work. I always wanted to do
volunteer work so I said, is there anything that I can do in the way of
volunteer work for the senior's resource council? And she said 'yes.' She
said I could do some help at the office. So I went a couple of times to help at
the offrce. And she said I see you drive a car. I wonder ifyou would like to
do volunteer driving. And that's how I started doing the volunteer driving.
IParticipant C]

TJrcnrc 8: Personal Satisfactíon: "Thejoy ofvolunteering" (quotefrom Participant G)

As could be expected, many women cited that they volunteer in order to help

others and to feel some personal satisfaction in helping others.

But I think I do a goodjob at it and I get a lot ofsatisfaction from it.
You know you're teaching children. That's basically the reason. They're very
good to their volunteers as well. You're appreciated and you're not really
taken advantage ofever. So Ijust enjoy it. [Participant D]

"I would imagine that people who volunteer - that's in their hearts. And that if
you didn't have the car to do it, I would do more right in my neighbourhood."
[Participant G]

And I enjoy thinking that it's helping someone. I guess there has to
be rewards, and it's not the main thing, but it's a part of it....and I think the
other thing too is that when you're older, you've gone through a lot of
experiences, and you think - you might be wrong - but you think you
recognize in other people. Their pain and they might want to talk about it. Or
when they're sad or when they're happy or something, and you sort ofwant
to say, yeah, I think I could listen to this cause I think I know what this is
about. So there's something about sharing that enters into this desire to
volunteer. Not giving advice. But listening. [Participant G]

Thente 9: Replacentent

Several statements indicate that volunteer work served to replace other work, such

as family related tasks, paid work or housework. For example, one participant would have
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preferred to do paid work, but due to govemment regulations she was prohibited flom

doing so without losing part ofher pension payments. Other women reported finding

themselves with fewer family responsibilities such as grandchild care, and volunteering

served as a type of replacement activity.

See, I'm not allowed to work for a wage because I'm disabled and I
get a pension. And if I could...I could work but I'm not allowed to. That's a
govemment thing. If work for wages I get cut off my pension so I work for
free! It's not fair, but it's the way it works. [Participant J]

And with [the lood bank], it was in the end ofJune one year. And I
thought you know (sigh), my lamily doesn't really need me in the summer
time. They go here and there and they have a lake oftheir own or whatever.
So I thought well, I'd phoned said 'What could I do'? So I went down and
interviewed somebody, and they said, well you can do computer work, why
don't you come in and work on the refenals? So I started one morning a
week for a while.... in fact I've been there 3 years now. They got new
computers and a new progran, but it takes a lot to leam all the ins and outs.
But you're never done leaming. Like you know, every one ofthejobs each is
to leam about something. So I do really enjoy it. The computer I taught
myself. Because there was a program and you just keep working away at it
till you frgure it out. [Participant F]

"You know he'd say have a good day! And I'd think doing what? You know, I've
done the house[work]. So it's really true that you need a routine and that
volunteering in retirement it's a wonderful way to make your week." [Participant G]

Thene I0: Keepíng busy...but not too busy

I asked each woman if there were any activities she would like to spend less time

on, and ifshe felt she had a choice in continuing or ending her volunteer and other unpaid

work. In reference to their volunteer work, most ofthem stated that they were happy with

their volunteer affangements; the volunteer work was meeting their need to,,keep busy,',

provided intrinsic rewards and socializing with others, mainly other women their age.

Most felt they had a choice in doing their volunteer work, although one woman expressed

dissatisfaction with the paÍicular agency where she was volunteering because she did not
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feel it was a good match with her skills or interests. One satellite bibbit included here

references domestic work rather than volunteer work.

Um, sometimes at 5 o'clock I don't want to make supper! (laughs) But
that's common to every woman who has to suddenly think about what they
want to make for supper. And so we go out [for dinner] frequently in the
summer, less frequently in winter. Because you know, making supper is not
such a big deal. But it's true, there's times when I think oh I'm sick of- what
do I have to do this for? But you know, anyway. That's just part of life.
Everybody knows it. [Participant F]

"Oh yes, I have a choice, I don't have to go at all ifI didn't want to. They know
that. They keep things very pleasant fol me so I'll stay - because I'm such a good
worker! (laughs)" [Participant J]

"Yeah. I'm just as busy. but a busy of my own choosing." [Participant E]

...1f I didn't have the transportation ploblem, I would probably find
more interesting places to volunteer. But I tried one they didn't offer
transportation this one did. And that's what I'm doing. Thought I believe in
the organization I think it does a lot ofgood. And I feel tike I'm helping. But
I'm not having fun. [Participant I]
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CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION oF QUALITATIVE DATA

Discussion

The results of this project aid in further understanding the individual, familiar and

social contexts oforder women's unpaid work. several findings reinforce current

literature on older rvomen and volunteerism. Some of the emergent themes illuminate on

aspects ofolder wornen's lives that have not been addressed in cunent literah¡re. The

applic.ation of a materialist feminist theory and continuity theory to order women,s labour

appears to be a unique contribution to literature in the areas ofolder women and

volunteerism. In addition, trre rigorous analysis of these data has lead to the formation of

further research questions regarding the topic ofolder women's unpaid work. This is seen

as a primary goal of exploratory, qualitative research: to employ dialectical praxis

between what is known, and what remains to be known. Following is a discussion of the

results of the qualitative component of this project.

The demographic info''ratio' collected fr.om the women interviewed indicated

that the majority ofparticipants could be categorized as middle class. Literature in the

area ofvolunteerism has provided some evidence ofclass differences among those people

counted as "volunteers" and those doing equally valuable but differentially labelled

unpaid work. In looking at grandparents who províde extensive care to grandchildren,

Fuller-Thornson and Minkler (2001) found that those grandparents providing the rargest

amounts ofchild care had lower incomes, were riving closer to the poverty rine and had

less education than those grandparents providing smaller amounts ofchildcare. In the

cun'ent study' only one woman was providi.g extensive care to grandchirdren, and most

of the women had made clea'limits around the amount of grandchird care they wanted to

perfomr. Fuller-Thomson and Minkrer (2001) found that provision of extensive
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grandchild care was negatively related to income: lower income grandparents were more

likely to do more child care. The fact that many of my participants were rniddle income

and relatively educated may partially explain why most of the women were not heavily

involved in child care work.

Van Willigen (2000), examined older people who volunteered in a formal (agency

or religious) setting and found that volunteers had higher levels ofeducation and income

and less economic strain than those counted as "non-volunteers." Again, the current

findings may be used to support evidence that many people who are counted as

"volunteers" are middle or higher income rather than low income. However, there was

some degree of income diversity in my sample; the results overall demonstrate that

volunteerir.rg is a lunction ofseveral variables in addition to income.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) identify three conditions under which factors can

influence the dependent variable: causal conditions, context and intervening conditions.

Marital status did not appear to be an interuening condition; it did not aid in explaining

diffelences among the older women volunteers in this study. The mamied women in this

project were often performing their volunteer work independent from tlieir husbands, and

during the interviews there were many observable examples of their independence from

their identity as "wife" and "mother." Ofcourse, as a contexhlal condition, being a wife

influenced some oftheir unpaid work such as preparing meals and running errands for

their husband. The widowed and divorced women were volunteering independent from

any influence by a husband, but the married women vr'ere often doing volunteer work

independent from their husband as well. The question now asked is: to what degree is

volunteer work implicated in older women's independence from their familial roles and

identities? In this study, I did not ask specific questions about marital status or identity as
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a "wife" and cannot really explore the connections between volunteerism and marital

status any further than this.

Age and health status were the two other demographic variables collected.

Participants ranged in age from 66 to 84 years old and the time use charts and emergent

themes indicate that age did not appear to help explain differences in type or amount of

volunteer work performed. Health status appeared to be a causal condition; the majority

ofparticipants reported "excellent" or "very good" hêalth status. Health is a resource that

provides the energy and physical ability to volunteer.

Time Use Chart

In examining the 10 time use charts, we see that older women perform unpaid

work for at least a portion ofeach day, most days ofthe week. Although retired from paid

work, these women continue to contribute work of important social value.

Each of the activities captured within the time use charts could either be replaced

by paid services or helped to maintain specific social institutions. Feminist socialist

theory was used in this project to discuss the ways in which women's unpaid labour is a

feafure ofthe patriarchal capitalist system that relies on women and unpaid work in order

to function. A main assertion of feminist theory is that the cost of this work is incuned by

women and benefits incurred by these two dominant social institutiorls. An attempt was

made in this project to provide evidence that this continues to occur, despite some

progressive changes that have been made to women's material conditions. one piece of

evidence important to this discussion is the way in which the women agreed that their

volunteer work has some degree ofdirect economic cost to them (as described in Theme

2a).
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The unpaid work captured in the time use charts, and listed above provides

economic and social benefits to the family and the community. For example, volunteering

at community resource centres, doing office rvork, operating the second hand clothing

outlet, and providing transportation to clients of the centre, are alljobs that could be

replaced with paid workers. In providing this work in a volunteer capacity, these women

allow agencies to save funds for other uses and to maintain operations under limited

budgets. Other unpaid work, such as providing child care for grandchildren, is work that

enables the parents to do paid work, and / or to allow mothers some needed respite from

theirjob as full time homemakers (as was the case with Participant E).

Time use charts provide a'snapshot'view ofa typical week. In this study, these

ten time use charts capture and illustrate the amount ofvolunteer and other unpaid work

performed by older women. Some of the charts illustrate that the participant perlormed

unpaid work for significant portions ofeach day (i.e. Charts 1, 3 and 6). In other cases,

the time use charts did not capture as much infomration regarding their unpaid work.

There are at least two reasons for this. First, each woman differs in how much time and

energy she contributes to unpaid work. Second, the time use chart method had limitations

regarding the way in which informal activities (such as housework) were documented on

the chart. This and other limitations are discussed in the section Limitations below.

Emergent Themes

Each theme provides one component ofthe response to the question: why do

women 65 and older volunteer? Volunteering is a function ofavailable resources, past

experiences, social [ocation or expectations of women within families and communities,

as well as the individual need for activity, socializing and personal satisfaction.
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Theme I captures the gendered nature ofmuch of the women's unpaid work.

None of the women talked about 'being a woman' or doing'women's work' in their

responses during the interviews, but clearly the type and amount ofunpaid work is

informed by the gendered division oflabour inside and outside the home. specifically,

expectations around femininity and the cult of true womanhood (code, 2000) influenced

their volunteer and other work. The gendered nature oftheir work did not surface during

the interview conversation.

Themes 2a, 2b and 2c illustrate the commonarities among participants regarding

resources that are needed in order to do volunteer work. several participants were quite

adamant that volunteering did have financial costs, and that without a cedain amount of

disposable income, they would find it more challenging to do their volunteer work. This

perspective on the economic costs ofvolunteerism for older women has not been cited in

previous literature on older women volunteers. connected with income is the ability to

own and operate a vehicle. Most ofthe women owned a vehicle and said that access to

their own vehicle was a major component in being abre to do volunteer work. The public

transportation was not seen as adequate in addressing their transportation needs. A

vehicle is perceived as necessary in order to stay active all year around. Transportation

autonomy may be a factor that younger people take for granted; however, it is a vital

component of the participant's ability to,.get out and stay active.', Duggleby, Bateman

and singer (2002) touched on the impofance of transportation in their study ofofder

women. Although other modes of transportation exist women seemed reluctant to switch

to a different type of transportation such as taxis or transit. This could be partialy

explained using continuity theory ofaging (Atchley, 1999). continuity in maintaining
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their ability to drive rvas important to the participants and enabled them to do work in the

community in an autonomous fashion.

Volunteering and other unpaid work requires physical energy. It is not surprising

that most ofthe participants repoÍed being in good, very good or excellent health. This is

not to say that they did not cope with heafth conditions, but that these health conditions

were not preventing them from performing volunteer work on a regular basis.

Theme 2c (transpofation autonomy) connects to Theme 2b (health) in that health

acts as a resource that is one component in being able to maintain their status as car

owner and operator. only one woman in this study had stopped driving her car due to

health reasons. All three resources; income, transportation and health, appear instrumental

in influencing their volunteer, as well as their other unpaid work. Their driving status,

along with health and pliysical energy are all aiding in their ability to pick up

grandchildren from school, run enands and prepare meals for others.

Family connections played a role in most of the women's lives, and was a clear

factor in much of their unpaid work. One example of this was the time and energy

devoted to preparing meals for family and extended kin on an ongoing basis. Family has

been cited by many as the primary location of rvomen's unpaid work (Beaujot,2000;

Luxton, 1980; waring, 1999), and the current findings support that women continue this

labour well into their later years.

Gíven that 42%o ofCanadian older women attend church service regularly

(statistics canada, 1999), it is not surprising that church work emerged as a theme in the

present study. churches, synagogues and other places of worship rely on volunteers for

tasks such as maintenance, provision ofservices and fundraising. Again, continuity theory

appears to apply because many interviewees had been involved in work at their church or
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synagogue throughout their lives. A second theme also emerged around the fact that most

of the women were connected specifically to women's groups within their retigion. This

may be influenced by the larger social expectations around women's legitimate spaces to

occupy within society, especially during second wave feminism when these women were

raised. Patriarchal cultures (and religions) are often threatened by a'women only'space.

A 'women only' church / synagogue group is more easily tegitimized in this culture

because it is positioned as a religious group rather than a woman or feminist group. As a

religious group, their mandate often included volunteer work or service, and thus ties

these experiences of women's groups to the discussion ofolder women's volunteerism

here in this project. However, women's church groups, partly legitimized through their

volunteer functions, also act as one of the few legitimized locations for women to be in a

'women only' space. Due to the limits that have been placed on women congregating

throughout history, this is seen as having quite an important function. It is possible then,

that volunteer work can sometimes be a means to an end for women who do not have any

other 'women only' space in their lives.

Themes 6 (continuity, 7 (social connections), 8 (personal satisfaction), 9

(replacement) and l0 (keeping busy...but not too busy) are interacting factors regarding

the participant's volunteerism. Prior to age 65, tlìey had experiences ofpersonal

satisfaction through volunteer work, through socializing with others, and by keeping busy

each day. These experiences appear to have extended into retirement age. Volunteerism

acted as a vehicle by which to continue the feeling ofpersonal satisfaction because it

provided activity and an opportunity to socialize.

Feminist theory was employed in this project as an analysis of the way in which

the material conditions of women's lives conti¡rue to be marked by unpaid work.
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Although both men and women perform unpaid work for family, friends and community,

it is woman's position as nurturer and care provider within the patriarchal capitalist

society that allows us to link women's unpaid work with her oppression. Oppression is

the limitation ofchoices imposed on a given group ofpeople (Frye, 1983). These social

relations (such as oppression) are often less apparent to those not familiar with feminist

theory and according to Ristock and Pennell (1996) feminist researchers work at the

complex task of revealing how these less apparent social relations are at work within a

given research topic. Because of ideological discourses that often work to maintain

oppressive conditions for certain groups in society, individual people themselves may not

implicate patriarchal ideologies when describing aspects of their lives such as unpaid

work. This was my experience in performing the in-depth interviews. However, it is

apparent in examining both the time use charts and tlìe emergent themes that the leminist

analysis ofgender roles applies to this study. The majority ofunpaid activities the women

were engaged in qualify as traditionally feminine type activities - caring for others,

preparing meals and volunteering at hospitals and churches.

Feminist theory also analyses the way in which wome¡r exert agency within a

patriarchal society. As a feminist researcher, it is important for me to include the ways in

which these women ilfustrated examples of female agency. Many of these women held

their own driving Iicenses, owned cars separately from their husbands, and made

individual decisions regarding their unpaid work. At least three factors may be at work in

providing these women with the social space in which to exeú autonomy; two of the

women were divorced, all but one were in the paid work force for at least some time

during their marriage and four ofthe rvomen had post-secondary education. From a

feminist perspective we know that divorce, paid work and education have the potential to
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increase women's independence. The liberalization ofdivorce larvs, the increase in

women's paid work participation and the increased acceptance of women into higher

education are all cited as major influences in the increased social status ofwomen in

society over the past 100 years (Armstrong, 1997). As a cohort who was able to take

advantages of some ofthese changes, the independence that the women exerted in

retirement is partly a product ofthese changes. widowhood is a fourth variable that can

increase a woman's autonomy later in life. The way in which these women's lives were

still marked by the roles ofchild care provider, nurturer and volunteer worker illustrate

the way in which women's lives remain connected to patriarchal gender roles despite

progress in access to paid work, education and divor.ce.

Reflexivity

Reflexivity involves reflecting on the data collection process in order to achieve

rigour. Reflexivity notes were made afler each interview. These notes are one component

ofrigorous qualitative research (Jackson,2003; Ristock & pennell, 1996) in that they

begin the process ofanalysis. Items analyzed i'the reflexivity notes lor this project

included subject location, success of the research questions and time use chart, the setting

and details given by the interviewee. For example:

"she herself identified both formal volunteer work, family work and housework and
caring for husband as unpaid work, the yellow sheet I think helped, as she mentioned to
me she doesn't do church work, but all 3 interviewees so far have understood mv broader
definition ofunpaid work. And they separate leisure (going to the symphony) frám those
tasks" [reflexivity note #3]

Reflexivity notes allowed for docunÌentation of observational data of the

interviewee's home. These data aided in understanding the role ofsES and lifestyle on

unpaid work, and contributed to the al¡ove discussion ofparticipants, demographics.
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My reflexivity notes revealed lrow the process ofdivurging detairs about myself worked

to develop rapport Most interviewees asked several questions about my own background:

where I grew up, if I attended church service, how I came to be a graduate sfudent.

oakley (1981) suggests that this can be termed "no intimacy without reciproc itv- G).4g)

and that feminist interview researchers attend to this desire for reciprocity (by the

interviewee) rather than ignore it.

collecting reflexivity data from myself immediately after each interview also

provided insight into fuhrre research questions, or ways in which to improve the process

of interviewing older women. For exampre, two questions that would be herpful in future

projects on this topic are: do you want or need outside help in getting volunteer or other

work done? what would happen ifyou lost access to your car to get you around? I arso

reflected in the way in which I asked about their household income, and noted that during

the interviews, it seemed as if the interviewee never wanted to check offthe last box in

the suruey, so that they counted themselves as being "in the middle." in the future, I

would include one additional category of income (i.e. g0,000 +) to address this concem.

Líntitations

The small sample size (N: l0) in this project was one limitation. No follow up

interviews were performed. second interviews (or focus groups) with the participants

would have provided an opportunity to share some of the emerging trremes with the

participants and receive their insight and feedback.

The shrdy is also limited in the lack of diversity among participants. The

participants are only representative of a small group within canadian society: they were

all white, the majority were middle class and either rnarried or widowed. women of other

categories ofrace, class and sexuality were not represented in this study. older women
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belonging to groups that are marginalized by society (i.e. lesbian women, poor women,

disabled women and Aboriginal women) were not represented in this study.

There were also limitations with the time use chart method: In this study, the time

use chart was more successful in capturing the more formal unpaid activities

(volunteering) than the informaI activities. As stated by the invisibility ofunpaid labour

such as housework and care work played a role in the way data was collected in this

project.

Future Research

There are many aspects oforder women's unpaid work that can be explored in

future research. As discussed above, in documenting the unpaid activities oforder

women, researchers should employ specifìc methodologies that address the invisibility of

this work * an invisibility that is sometimes shared by the women themselves.

Time use charts have many benefits in being able to gather and illustrate data on

unpaid work. Future research using time use charts to discuss domestic labour should

ensure that participants are asked to specifically list each activity that was performed each

day (i.e. food preparation at breakfast, runch and dinner, laundry, errands and cleaning).

This type ofdetailed documentation of a person's activities can be seen as fairly intrusive

and requires a certain lever of trust between participant and interviewer. The sharing of

this information requires a certain level ofrapport that is diffrcult to establish within the

confines ofa single one hour interview. Future researchers using time use charts should

attempt to plan at least two interviews with each participânt in order to address this issue.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION

This study used both quantitative and qualitative methodorogies and data to

explore the factors which influence older women' volunteer and other unpaid work. The

advantage of employing more than one method in a research project is that they can

together provide a more complete understanding ofthe factors involved in women's

unpaid labour. In this project, the inclusion of a quantitative analysis provided the

researcher with insight into the value and limitations of such data in explaining women,s

lives (in this case their unpaid work). The inclusion of a qualitative analysis provided an

opportunity to employ feminist praxis to the topic of older women's unpaid work.

Specifically, the in-depth interviews with older women served as a great learning

experience. I leamed much about the benefits and challenges of moving from the abstract

concepts and theories of academics to the lived experiences ofwomen.

Conclusions Drawn front the eualitatíve Data

The qualitative project provided insight into some of the factors that influence

older women's volunteer and other unpaid work. As well, this project used time use chafi

methodology in order to discuss women's unpaid labour. I leamed about the process of

documenting care and volunteer activities of older women within the interview

framework; documenting volunteer work was a more straightforward process than

documenting other types ofunpaid labour.

some of the themes from the interviews echoed what has been said in recent

literature on the topic; overall, the way in which older women's labour has been described

as both individually satisfying as well as socially influenced / necessary contributes to the

ongoing academic exploration of older women's lives.
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Conclusíons Drawnfront the euant¡tative Data

The main goal of performing the analysis ofquantitative data was to explore how

this type of data aids in furthering our understanding of older women and their unpaid

work activities. The statistics canada General Social survey provides researchers with

data on one component ofunpaid work: time spent performing it. overall, the selected

independent variables succeeded in predicting a substantial (35%) portion of the

differences in time spent on care work.

Discussion of use olboth Qualitative and euantitative Data within this project

O'Connell (2000) describes some ofthe issues that arise from combining

qualitative and quantitative research methods within one project. euantitative researchers

inhabit a different culture that qualitative researchers, and each side has a different view

on what constitutes knowledge, and how to go about gaining it through research (2000).

Her description is very accurate; these are two very different approaches to generating

knowledge and the diffelences cannot be easily reduced into one another. euantitative

methods, with their characteristic focus on prediction, are a component of the positivistic

paradigm within science. Qualitative methodology is built on post-positivist critiques of

concepts such as prediction and objectivity (see oakley, 2000 for detailed discussion:

"Paradigm wars"). In performing analysis on both quantitative and qualitative data, this

project served as a leaming experience in understanding to what degree prediction (as

supported by the use ofStatistics canada data sets) and more post-structural feminist

approaches (as described by oakley (1981, 2000) and Risrock and pennell (1996) could

be used within a single project about older women and their unpaid work. The ctrallenge

in this project was to apply the appropriate methodology for the desired goal. prediction

is a different goal from description. Each methodology also has a history, and a political
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location within academia. All of tliese factors influenced each decision in the project in

order to maintain rigour and reIiability with each method. A research project that includes

both methods (paradigms) generates considerations (decisions) for the researcher that a

project using only one method is not as likely to present.

For the most part, the qualitative and quantitative results from this study were

generated through different research questions, and used very different sample sizes.

Although the methodologies are very different, and these differences cannot really be

reduced into one another, the end products - the knowledge that is generated by each type

olresearch - can inform one another. For example, one area in which the results might be

seen as coDrplementary is in looking at the significant decrease in time spent on volunteer

work by decrease in health status from the quantitative analysis. In the interviews, we see

that this supports the theme "health" from qualitative data, that 9 of the l0 women

volunteers had good, very good or excellent health status.

Intplications and Concludíng Comments

Unpaid wolk as a topic of investigation continues to have an impofiant role in the

sociological sciences. Understanding unpaid rvork, the majority of it still perfomred by

women, is fundamental to understanding gender inequality and improving the status of

women in Canada, and globally (Benoit, 2000). This project has addressed a small piece

of the larger project of valuing women's work and challenging the systems that maintain

its devaluation. It is clear that older women should be included in analyses ofunpaid

work; that lamily care does not end for women upon retirement or attaining a certain age.

Recognition ofolder women's work has implications for both research and policy. The

results of this study can be used to indicate some ofthe specific social or economic

policies that could address older women's contributions.
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Although this project has focused on older women volunteers, it is important to

explicitly state that my goal here was not to take part in the dominant discourse of

"finding out how we can increase volunteerism" among older women. Feminist theories

have revealed the ways in which women's material and discursive conditions are often

limited by social expectations around unpaid work. Although older women contribute

unpaid work deserving ofrecognition, acknowledgement is also given here to women

who challenge expectations ofunpaid service throughout their lives. This captures some

of the complexity in cunent (third wave) feminism: that researchers attempt to address

the diversity within and across all categories and identities while also continuing the work

of transforming the oppressive features of the gendered division of labour.
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Appendix A

Participant recruitment poster and introductory letter to participants
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-Ãr"you a volunteer?

lvhv 4m I .doine this studv? I am interested in learning from women
themselves about the volunteer work they do at age 65 and older.

This study involves one interview. The interview wiI take approximatery
one to two hours, and would be scheduled at your convenience.

These interviews will help me complete my Master,s degree in the
department of Family Studies at the University oiManitoba.

If you are interested in participating, please call mel
(please take tag from below)

Lisa Bednar
Phone:261-4304

e-mail: umbednar@cc.umanitoba. ca

Lisa Bednar, a student at the university of Manitoba ir d"irg
a study on women age 65 and older wño volunteer.

lf you are a woman age 65 and older, and you are currenfly
a volu.nteer at.any agency or church or othei group or 
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organization, I would like to talk to you about this work.
Please take my phone number tag below and contact me!
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UNivaRStry
on MANIToBA
Faculty of Human Ecology

Dear

Faculty of Human Ecology
Department of Family Studies

Lisa Bednar
DepaÍment of Family Studies

Thank you for agreeing to read this letter and leam more about my research project. The
pupose of this letter is to tell you more about rny project.

I am interested in leaming more about older women volunteers through interviews. My
interview questions will focus on how you spend your time doing vol-unteer work, as well
as any other unpaid care or help to others in your family or communit¡r.

During the interview, I will want to fill out a "Time use chart", a copy of which is
enclosed with this letter (green paper). The purpose of this chart is to took back at a week
and identifu some, hopefulty many, ofthe activities that you participated in. Ifyou
consent to an interview with me, I will want to fill in this chart with you duringthe
interview (the chart is included in this letter in order for you to see in advance what I am
going to be asking, you do not need to fill out this chart before the interview). Ifyou
agree to an intewiew, we would took at the last 7 days leading up to the day of the
interview and fill out the chart with volunteer work ánd any otheì unpaid work such as
those listed on the yellow sheet.

It willbe important for my project for you to share as much as you wourd like about the
activities in which you participate. The yellow sheet is a list ofexamples of ,.unpaid
work" activities that I would like to talk about during the interview.

I will be contacting you by phone in the next few days in order to ask ifyou are interested
in parlicipating in a conversation with me. Ifyou have questions you can call me at
[phone number]. Thank you again for your time, I look rorward tã talking with you!

Sincerely,

Lisa Bednar
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Consent form
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Vinnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2
Pho¡e (204) 47 4.9225
Fax, (204\ 47 4-7592

UNrv¡,ns Ity
sÌ MANIToBA

Faculty of Human Ecology
Department of Family Studies

Consent Folm

How to find me:
Name of researcher: Lisa Bednar
Contact information: phone
e-mail: ,

Affiliation: Department of Family Studies, Faculty of Human Ecology
211 Human Ecology Building, University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3T 2N2
Project supervisor: Dr. Ruth Berry
University of Manitoba
Ph:474-8054

Research proiect title: Older women volunteers: Exploring individual and social contexts
ofunpaid work.

This consent fornt, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and
reference, is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the
basic idea ofwhat the research is about and what your participation wilt involve. If
you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not
included here, you should feel free to ask. Please take the time to read this carelully
and to undelstand any accompanying information.

Purpose of my study:
For this study I am interviewing several women age 65 and over about how they use their
time, with a focus on the volunteer and other unpaid work that they do. These interyiews
form a pafi ofa thesis project I am completing as part ofmy M.Sc. degree program at the
University of Manitoba.

Details about the interview:
I estimate that each interview will take a minimum of t hour. The interview will be tape
recorded so that I can listen to the interview responses again at home to prepare my final
thesis report. Only I will ever have access to the tapes.
I will ask questions about unpaid work and volunteering. I would like your consent to be
contacted again within the next 3 weeks, if needed, to ctarify parts of the first interview.
The second conversation will take place either by phone or in person.
Participation in this research study is completely voluntary. you are able to change
your mind and withdraw from the study at any time, during the interview or after the
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interview process is completed. you can also let me know ifthere are any questions that
you do not want to answer.

After the interviervs:
I will be using these interviews to complete my thesis report on,,older women's unpaid
work". I will send a copy o_f this report summáry to you ìf you like. The t"p";;d ti,
record our conversation will be transcribed and willie desiroyed upon 

"o,irpì"iøn 
or,ny

Masters program. There is a possibiliry of the tapes being kepi for å years rí"üiãõ011.

Confidentiality:
During my research, alr ofyour responses, the tapes, transcripts and notes will be kept in
a locked place at all times.,No one other than myserf will have access a tt 

" 
tupo lr'-y

notes. AII data will be confìdentiar. In my reports, I will not use you.,.ur nu.à. you.
address and phone number will not appear in any report, and no ãne ottrer tnan mysJr
will ever have access to that information. I wi ùe uìing your address to identiry íhe
neighbourhood you live in, but the your address and thé name ofyour neighbourhood will
not appear in my final report. you will remain anonymous.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have undelstood to your satisfaction
the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to
paÍicipate as a subject. In no way does this waive youi legul rights ãor release the
researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their légal Ãd professional
responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain
from answering any questions you prefer to omit, without pr"¡udic" á, .ons"qren"".
Your co¡tinued participation should be as informed u. youì initial consent, ,o you
should leel lree to ask for clarification or new inlormatlon throughout youi
participation.

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Researcrr Ethics Board. Ifyou
have any concems or complaints about this project you.ay contact any ofthe
above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretar.iat at 474-7122 or é-mail

A copy of this consent form tu, u..n given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant's Signature Date

Researcher's Signature Date
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Intewiew Questions

Intt'oduction (following í4formed consent process)

For this project, I am interested in talking to you about how you spend your time
volunteering. My questions today focus on how you spend yout time in volunteer and
other unpaid work, and what types of things you do during the course ofa week. These
interviews are part ofmy university project on women who volunteer in their later years.
Ifthere are any questions you don't want to answer, please feel free to tell me to skip that
question. Do you have any questions?

Demosraphics and economic background aues tions :

1. Labour force status: Are you working for pay right now?

2. What year were you bom?

3. How far did you go in school?

4. Paid work experiences of the pdsl: What kinds ofwork did you do when you were
younger? ( e.g. waged wor.k, farming, family business, paid posítíon on
commíttees, etc...)

5. What is your marital status?

a. How many people live with you in your household right now?

6. For those with partners or widowed: What type of work did your husband /
parlner do before he retired / stopped working ? (or he may be currently doing that
work if not yet retired)

7. What year did you retire? OR how long have you been retired?

Unpaid work auestions:

One way that I can leam about how you spend your time is to ask you to go back and
describe what you have done in the past week. The examples I have listed here are things
that some people refer to as unpaid work, and these are the types ofthings in which I am
especially interested (in general, the things you do to offer care or help to others).

Refer to "List of some time use activities"

(at this point work together tofll in the Tinte Use Chart with activítíes that she has
participated in during the past week. I"' go back last 7 days f"om itttervietv. Then go
over yellow sheet to documenl a,xy other activities)
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1. Did you receive pay for any ofthe activities above? (Go over chart ofweek,s
activities for this question.)

2. Are there any activities you would like to add that did not get included because
they were not done last week (example, you babysit from time to time, but did not
happen to last week). (these activities wíll be dffirentiated front the øctivities
done in the chosen week as separate and additional data to time-use chart data)

2a. where are all the places you currently volunteer your time?

3. I would like to talk about the activities that we wrote on the time chart.
First, is this a good example of things you do from day to day? How is this week
you described above different from a typical week? (special occasíon, meetíngfor
an event a.bout to happen, etc..)

4. I would like to talk about how you feel about these activities. what activities from
the chart (or from question #3) do you enjoy doing?

5. Why?

6. Are there any on which you would like to spend less time?

7. Why?

8. Could you tell me a little bit about ryhy you do these activities? (go through each
aclivìty ott the chart, probe: : what are some of the reasons why you volunteer,
etc...)

9. Do you feel you have a choice in doing each of these activities? (go through each
aclivity listed)

The focus in my project is to ask about how personal financial resources influence
your activities.

-10. How would having more financial resources affect your unpaid work?
Do you think you would do more or less of this work if you had more flrnancial
resources? (mighr do more because would be able to get around easìer, or might
do less because able to hire childcare or home care).
Another way to ask is to ask how would having less financial resources affect
doing this work?

11. I am also interested in talking about how these current activities relate to things
you did in the past.
In general have you always done volunteer work?
Have you always done church or community work?
Have you always helped care for others in your family (childcare, family
responsibilities)
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l2 would you say you do more or ress of this type of work in compared with before
you tumed 65 years old? (or since you retired, whichever came later)
Did retirement or age 65 change the type or amount ofvolunteer or other work
you do?

/3. Do your activities change from summer to winter? why? (tr.avel south, too cold
out, hard to get around, no one to drive me etc.....).

Economic and other backqlpu\lL ínformatíon questions:

14. How do you get around to do this work? (transit, husband or other drives, drive
mysetf)

15. How would you describe your overall health right now?
[ ] excellent [ ]very good or good [ ] fair (some good days, some bad dayÐ t l
overall poor

16. Does your health influence your day to day activities such as volunteering?

i7. Do you feel you have enough financiar resources to a[ow you to do this work
(volunteer)?

i8. My hope is to talk to several women with different backgrounds. could you tell
me which category ofannual household income best describes your household
right now?

i l0$-1e,999$ [ ]20,000$_39,9ee$ [ ]40,000$_59,ee9$[ ]60,000$
or more

OR

Do you know what your curent net wofth is? (includes income, savings ofall
types and assets such as own a home, car, boat, cottage)

19.Do you own a home? (either your own or someone else - i.e. relative living there,
etc..)

Do you own a car?
Do you own a cottage or other home? (winter residence in warmer climate,
summer home elsewhere)

Mailing address and phone number ofparticipant to be recorded to mail out final report
and in case I need to contact her to clarify her answers:

Observational data:
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Type ofhome: (apartment, house, condo etc...)

Size of living space: (small living quafers, balcony? Bacþard?)

surrounding area (street consists of small houses, large condo high rises etc.., near roud

intersection or very quiet street)

Closins;
Do you have any questions for me?

Thank you for your time and for this interview. As stated in my consent form, I hope I
can ask to contact you within the next 3 weeks if I want to clarify things that you hãve
told me today.
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Appendix D

Example of time use activities
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. any pa¡d work

. volunteer¡ng
examples: can be once in a
while or on-going, help with
community centre or legion,
apartment activities,
fundraisers, working on a
committee, helping with political
campaign

. church work / or help
to any other place of
worsh¡p
examples: organizing events,
helping with events such as "fall
suppers", help with fundraising,
on going duties that help the
church operate

o giving items you
made to church or
other charity
examples: making food for a
bake sale, knitting for charity

. g¡v¡ng items you
made to family or
friends
examples; making food for
family or friends, knitting,
sewing or mending clothing

Example of time use activities

. ch¡ldcare or babysitting
example: having grandchildren stay
overnight

. help to family or fr¡ends
examples: visiting and / or driving
friends or family to appointments, for
shopping etc..

. helping someone who is
ill or alone
exampf es: running errands, picking
up prescriptions, help getting to
appointments

. helping someone outside
your household
examples: helping someone with
activit¡es such as shopping (groceries
and other items), housework, home
repairs such as painting, yard work,
help with gardening, cooking or
baking for others, paying bills,
"checking up" on others, etc..
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Time Use Charts



Time Use
Chart 1

Age: 69
¡livorce¡l

Momins

Sunday

Aftemoon

Monday

Worked at
home

Painted deck

Cut grass

Laundry and
other
housework

luesdav

Evening

8:30 to 4:00
worked at 2nd
hand clothing
store
(community
based)

Wednesday

Notes

I hursday

8:30 to 4:00
worked at 2nd
hand clothing
store
(community
based)

12:30 to 4:30
worked at 2nd
hand clothing
store

Friday

ö:30 to 4:00
worked at 2nd
hand clothing
store
(community
based)

Saturday

B hours
cleaning and
painting at
church



Time Use
Ch¿rt2
Age 84
widowed
rvr()mmg

Sunday

ln untario on
personal trip

Aftemoon

Mondav

In Ontario on
personal trip

fuesday

Evening

In Ontario on
personal trip

Wednesday

Notes

Retum from
trip

t hursdâv

committee
meeting

Friday Saturdav

Took friend
for dinner

Trip to
Ont¿rio

Bridge club

Taking
language
classes fo¡
recreation

co



Time Use
Chart 3

Age 69
Married
Moming

6 AMto 12

noon

Sunday

Spent time
with family

Afternoon

Monday

12 noon to 6
pm

Cottage yard
work

1 1:30
volunteer
drivins

fuesdav

Evening

Return home
to make lunch
fnr hrrehe.d

Leave 7'.45
AM or earlier
Babysit
grandchildren
A¡rive back
home at 5:45
PM

6 pm to 12

midnight

Wednesday

3pm
volunteer
¡lrivino

Volunteer
driving

Notes

Thursday

Leave'7:45
AM or earlier
Babysit
grandchildren
A¡rive back
home at 5:45
PM

3: l5 Pick up
grandchildren
from school
anive back
home 5:30

Friday

Volunteer
driving

Saturday

Run enands
for household
and husband's
business

6amto 1pm
prepared
thanksgiving
meal for
family

Attended
community
school
function

Traveled to
cottage

Prepared meal
for extended
kin ( l0
people)

O\o



Time Use
Cbart 4
Age 82
widowed
Moming

Sunday

Aftemoon

Mondav

rrepare
thanksgiving
meal fo¡
extended kin

Made pies

Tuesday

Evening

Wednesday

Volunteer
driving

Notes

11AMto4
pm Helped
with set up for
seniors social
& educational
event

I hursdav

Family over
for
Thanlagiving
dinner at her
home

Not feeling
well

Friday

Visit friend in
hospiøl

Saturday

Went out lor
breakfast

housework

Went to
daughters for
suDDer

O



Time Use
Chart 5
Ase 67
Moming

Sunday

Afltemoon

Monday

Baked pies for
family

Iuesday

Evening

9- 12 noon
volunteer at
group home

Wednesday

Notes

Thursday

10- 1pm
volunteer at
museum

Taking care ofdog for friend (1 year volunteer commitrnrnt)

Friday Saturday

I hour: prepa¡ed
banquet for
community golf



Time Use
Chart 6
Açe 66

Moming

Sunday

9 - 12:30
church
service, choir

Altemoon

Monday

Paid work

Tuesday

Evening

Wednesday

11am-2pm
visit family
member in
nursing home,
provide lunch

Notes

Thursday

il am-2pm
visit family
member in
nursing home,
provide lunch

3:30 pick up
grandchildren
from school,
provide snack,
dinner and put
children to
bed

Friday Saturday

ll am- 2 pm
visit family
member in
nursing home,
provide lunch

w atch
grandchildren in
swimming
lessons

Church
meeting 7 -
10 pm

2 hours choir
practice at
church

Prepare dinner
for dinner

NJ



Time Use
Ch¡Lrt:7
Ase 82

Moming

Sunday

10:45 - i pm
Envelope
sec¡etary for
church every
Sunday

Afternoon

Monday

9 - 3:45
volunteer at
food bank

Tuesday

Evening

9:30 - 12

noon
volunteer at
corÌmunity
outreach
centre

Wednesday

Notes

Ihursday

Attended
study group

Lunch with
friends

Some voluntee¡
orgaûizing at
church

Friday Saturday

Grocery
shopping for
meals to bring
to neighbours
who are ill

.Prepare soup
to bring to
neighbours
who are ill

Attended
social event

Cooked 2
casseroles for
neishbours

Movie night
with group

Work on
home made
Chdstrnas
gifts for
family



Time Use
Chart 8

Aøe 73

Moming

Sunday

Provide
church
service to
rural
community
with husband
(volunteer)

Aftemoon

Monday

Evening

['uesday

9- 11 am
volunteer on
hospital
palliative care
ward

Visit friend,
help with
home care,
help getting
dressed etc..

Wednesday

Notes

Checking in
with friends
who are ill /
alone

Thursday

Make dinner
for f¡iends

Friday

Voluntee¡ at
food bank,
filling orders

Satu¡dav



Time Use
Chart 9
Aee 8l
Moming

Sundav

Attend church
service and
assist v/ith
service

Afternoon

Monday

Evening

Tuesday

Notes

Wednesday Thursday

Mentioned
going to see a
sick friend
after
interview
(check which
day interview
was)

Friday Saturdav



I rme Use
Chart l0
Aee 71

Moming

Sunday

Aftemoon

Mondav

10-3 pm
volunteer at

community
resource
centre

Iuncheon

Tuesday

Evening

t0 -2
physiotherapy

Wednesday

Dinner with
family

Packing for
move

Notes

Thursday

housework

Grocery
shopping

Friday

Housework,
run errands

Saturday

Attended
religious
ser.vice


